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JAMLANDO

101.9WJHM-FM,a.k.a.102JAMZ,
celebrates 15 years on the air.
-SEE LIFESTYLES, 83

Knights football sets record lows
in 28-0 loss to Ohio Saturday.

B

-SEE SPORTS, 81

Faculty Senate steps.
towards protecting gays
felt gays and lesbians faced no discrimination.
AB Provost Terry Hickey and .
Faculty Senate Chairman Arle~
Chase listened, Senators voiced
approval ·of the resolution, saying
PATRICIA XAVIER
UCF's policy should be consistent
Senior Staff Writer
with state and national policies.
The resolution readS, "Efforts to
A resolution asking UCF to
expand its anti-discrimination poli- prevent both discrimination and
cy to include protections for gays hate motivated violen~ against lesand lesbians is headed for an Oct. bians, gay men and bisexuals are
hampered by the failure of respon23 vote in the Faculty Senate.
The move, endorsed Thursday sible institutions to· include sexual
by the Faculty Senate Steering orientation in their anti-discriminaCommittee, seeks to place UCF tion poliCies."
"I hope the senate adopts it [the
among the ranks of 20 other universities that have passed similar reso- resolution], " said Senate Vice
. lutions. But it also runs counter to Chairman Naval Modani. "I simply ·
the position voiced by UCF don't like discrimination of any
President John Hitt, who said last · kind, and we are a university; we .
spring that such a policy was not should be more tolerant of different
necessary on a Campus where he opinions. We shouldn't fight each

Next step is vote at
full Senate meeting

'The Laramie .
Project' haunted
by protests
'

...

•

.,

'

1

"I don't thillk Doctor Hitt wants
other."
Also discussed was President to make unilateral decisions, bl'.l.t
John Hitt's decision to allow sometimes he has to," M<;>dani said.
American flag-s to be installed in ~'It's just one of those thing-s, execuUCF's classrooms, without the con- tive authority combined with timeliness."
sultation of faculty members.
Another issue facing Senate
"There were people who felt that
it's their·classroom and it's their cli- members was the concerp. that
mate and if they don't want a flag on vaguely worded evaluation forms
their multi-cultural classroom they used by students at the end of each
shouldn't have to endure one," said semester did not accurately measMathematics Associate Professor ure the performance of professors.
·~ lot of individual faculty memCynthia Young to 1theSenators.
Chase said the issue came up bers expressed that they feel it's a
when the Faculty. Senate was not · constraint in their teaching simply
meeting and that when he called because they are teaching, to the
faculty members to ~t their opin- evaluation," Chase said. "There's a
ions, they said it was up to students purpose for the evaluat~on in terms
to decide. Other members argued of promotion and tenure but there
that classrooms at UCF are shared are concerns with the questions:"
Concerns were also raised that
by a variety of professors, so no
classroom belonged to a particular
PLEASE SEE TEACHERS ON A2
faculty memb!'J1:

UCF will return to
Islands of Adventure

Shake it down, baby! ·

SGA ;approves
$50,000 in 11th

1SAAC BABCOCK & ANTHONY A. NAREHOOD

hour move

News Editor I Contributing Writer

Five years ago, a bicyThoughitbecamepartof
clist just outside Laramie, a movement which led to the
wyo. saw what he thought enactment of federal gay
was a scarecrow tied to a rights legislation, "The
fence. What he found Laramie Project" has drawn
shocked the nation. It was a strong controversy from
man m:·a coma, barely cling- anti-gay organizations.
The Westboro Baptist
ing to life. Eighteen hours
earlier, Matthew Shepard, a Church of Topeka, Kan. has
21-year-old college student,
had been beaten, burned
and left for dead in nearly
freezing temperatures. He
died five days later, a victim
.of two men who had tortured hiII1 because he was
gay.
During the trials of
Shepard's assailants, as
people across the country
waited for a verdict, a small
.group took notes. Moises
Kaufman ari.d members of
the Tectonic Theater Project
interviewed more than 200
Laramie residents over the
course of more than a year.
They wanted to learn about
the people of a town at the
- SHIRLEY PHELPS-ROPER
WESTBORO BAPTIST
center of a national outcry.
. CHURCH ATIORNEY
"The Laramie Project"
was born. In time the project
l;>ecame both an award winning play and movie, depict- demonstrated against gays
ing the horror of Shepard's for over 13 years. Slogans
gruesome death and delving with the words "God hates
into the hatred and intol!'Jr- fags" and '~S cures fags"
ance . toward gays · in adorn signs that they use in
America. In commemora- what they refer to as "peacetion of the fifth anniversarJ. ful ' protests." They even
of Shepard's death, the UCF demonstrated at Shepard's
Conservatory Theatre will funeral, saying that he was
present the play until Oct.
'
19.
PLEASE SEE RELIGIOUS ON A4

ASHLEY ROBERTSON I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Associate professor of economics Robert Pennington speaks to fellow Faculty
Senators during the Thursday meeting. The Senate reconvenes Oct. 23.

BEN BAIRD
Senior Staff Writer

"The·Laramie
Project' is .
homosexual
propa·ganda
made by fags
for fags to
promote the
filthy lifestyle."

The Pegasus Ballroom
was filled to capacitY
when sorority Kappa
Delta held their annual
Shakedown to benefit
the Arnold Palmer
Hospital on Wednesday.
Members of the Zeta Tau
Alpha sorority shake it in
a dance competition
with 20 other Greek
organizations (above)
while judges look on.

.

1
'

Building on the success
of last year's Universal
Knights event, the SGA
Senate Friday night quickly
app;roved $50,000 to allow
for a $139,700 spring event
at Islands of Adventure.
The move sparked
intense controversy and a
near walkout by Senators
Josh Edmundson, ·and
Pavan Talakala who were
opposed to passing the bill
in just one night instead of
the three week minimum
required by senate rules.
"I can't see spending
$50,000 in one night bywaiving rules and procedures
not once but twice," said
Edmundson. "Those rules
and procedures are in place
for a reason and I don't
think we should be waiving
them as much as we do to
begin·with and nonetheless
with $50,000 pieces of legislatfon that account for 20
percent of our working
fund."
However, the move to
forgo the Senate's normal
procedures and pass the
issue in one night was said
to be based on an imperative that if any more time
was wasted, then Universal
Studios could change the
proposal or drop the event
altogether.
"It should've been passed

over the summer but there
were some other circumstances that crune up," said
SGA President
Brian
Battles, referring to the flag
controversy; .saying that he
felt the Universal· bill could
wait in lieu of the natio:Qally
observed bill.
Despite intense opposition to the quick passing of
the bill by some Senators
who would continue on to
the 36th senate from the
35th, such as Olu Aduloju;
newcomers to the 36th
Senate were divided on the
issue.
"I am ,g1ad that the 35th
senate decided to go ahead
with the vote tonight," said
Senator-Elect John Avola. "I
feel that I'm too inexperienced to make this deci- ~
sion." On ·the other hand
Senator. Elect Michael J.G.
Mclaughlin
expressed
anger, saying that the 35th
senate had done an injustice
to his newly-elected body by
circumventing the normal
procedures.
Finally; . after more
attempts by Edmundson to
prevent the bill's passing,
including voting and then
moving to reconsider his
vote, in essence attempting
to prevent anything from
happening on the bill, the '
bill did pass with a large
majority of senators in its
favo~

Details of the event indicate that the event will run
much like last year's
Universal Knights, however,
many of last year's problems have been addressed
PLEASE SEE

PARTY ON A4

;
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Diversity week celebration·marks 11th .year
AMY CASSELL
StaffWriter

Starting today; UCF's Office of
Diversity Initiatives will kick off
their annual Diversity Week celebration. In its 11th year, diVersity
week promotes and celebrates
the ethnic, racial, sexual orientation, religious, and national diVersity of the university. This year's
theme for diversity week is
"Connecting
Community:
Segregation,
Integration,
Inclusion."
The Office of Diversity of
Initiatives was established in
1994· as a unit within the president's division in order to help
, CF achieve the~ of becoming

a more inclusive and diverse college. The office sees diversity as
characteristics that people possess and processes that help
build the community; which iS the
university.
"[Diversity Week 2003] is
about each of us grasping the
eoncept that we are connected to
one another,',. Office of Diversity
Initiatives director Valarie King
said. ''.And although each of us is
a different and distinct individual,
our similarities bind us together
as members of the human family."
Diversity Week events run
today through Saturday; including lectures and workshops
about various different topics ·
that are r 1ated to diversity.

Presentations will run through- a seminar · on the traditional
out the day, with various keynote · Native American view of the
speakers being featured during importance of education and spirthe week.
ituality. Ryan is a program speOne of the keynote speakers is cialist fu the Tribal Child Support
Rebecca Walker, who will be Program in the federal office of
speaking on Wednesday night .a t Child Support Enforcement's
7:30 p.m. in the Pegasus Division of Special Staffs. He will
Ballroom. Walker is the founder · be speaking at 11:30 a.m. today in
of the Third Wave Direct Action the Student Union in Cape
Corporation, which is a national . Florida room 316A.
'
One of the other events that
non-profit organization devoted
to leadership and activism in will be featured in the evening
young women. She is also a con- throughout the week is the
tributingwriterforMs. Magazine. "US/Slam Cultural Jam," a proWalker was also nruned by Time duction by UCF's theater departmagazine as one of the 50 future ment. According to producer Nao
leaders of America.
Tsurumaki, the production was
Another keynote speaker is created with the intel).tions of
Kenneth Ryan, ho will be giving introducing a new fol' of self-

expression where students use
the microphone as an outlet to
expose and confront the questions and issues concerning students of America today.
"'In the lyrical, musical, and
rhythmic performance styles, the
15 poets from our young generation will attack the issues in sexuality; personal dreams, politics,
racism, and love relationships,"
Tsurumaki said. "These spoken
word pieces are written by each
performer to explore 't heir definitions of the word identity."
Work on the "US/Slrun
Cultural Jam" production began
back -in June, when each performer began brainstorming and
working with producers on

rt-

ihg
out
their
thoughts.
Tsurumald said that each individual voice seemed to come together as one voice of our generation.
Fburteen of the 15 performers in
the cast are current UCF stu-·
dents; the fifteenth is a former
student.
"I realized this generation is
facing a whole new game of diver~
sity and understanding each
other and its own identity has
become [more] crucial than ever,"
Tsurumald said. He also said that
Diversity Week 2003 was the perfect opportunity for him and his
cast to get this message out to a
wide range of students.
PLEASE SEE

CULTURAL ON A2

I
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Around Campus
University presidents' conference
UCF President John Hltt will
join other university presidents
in Tallahassee today to
announce a joint ftmding effort
by the state's 11 public universities. The announcement will be
at noon in the Florida Press
Center. The state budget signed
by Gov. Jeb Bush on June 9th for
the 2003-2004 budgBt year gave
universities $40 million Jess than
they requested. University presidents decided less than a week
· later to increase their tuitions by
the maximum allowed by the
state, up 15 percent for some students. Budget woes have continued for universities this year,
which are planning ahead for the
next budget year, a plan that
could include cuts in educational
programs.

United against violence and cancer
Sigma Lambda Gamma, a
UCF sorority dedicated to diversity and multiculturalism, vvill
hold its first ever "Rally for the
Cause" outside from 10 am. to 2
p.m. Tuesday in front of the
Student Union. The event, created to help fight against domestic
violence and breast can001; will
consist of speakers from Harbor
House, UCF Victims Service,
Orange County Victim Services,
and students. The UCF
Progressive Council and its
respective clubs and organizations will be tabling in support of
"Rally for the Cause" on
Tuesda;}~
The Progressive
Council and Sigma Lambda
Gamma invite the gweral public
to see proof that Greeks and progressives can work together.
Sigma Lambda Gamma is
looking for students who would
like to share their stories about
domestic violence and breast
cancer. Speakers will take the
sf8t,<>'e in front of the Union from
12 p.m. to 2 p.m.

Accident nearly sinks crew club

Speech 0 . human 1i91ts

omoo

The
of International
Students is sponsoring a presen-

tation by Judith BaroodJ.;
Di.m!tor of Strategic .Planning
and External Affairs in the
Bureau. of
Human Rigbts.
Democram' and Labor for tire
Depfil;ment of State. The
peecb..

"'Hwnan

Violations and

r. .

Rights

Fbreign
at 11 a.m..

Policy." begin
Thursday in the :udent Union'
Cape Florida Ballroom 316 AB.
fur more iDfnrmation call :Maria
. loraJes at 407
-2312.

As their sleek boat

cut
throug11 the water during practice on a cool Monday morning,
members of the UCF crew club
prepared for a practice race.
What suddenly emerged from the
morning fog ahead of them could
have cost them their season. The
club's motorboat, piloted by
Coach Ben O'Grady, cut ahead of
the eigtit men aboard and couldn't get out of the way in time. The
impact ripped a two foot chunk
off the bow; causing the boat to
take ori water immediately; stopping a practice race before it
stru·ted, and threatening to take
down the boat with most of its
crew aboard.
The two men at the bow of the
boat had to evacuate to the
motorboat immediately. The
other six rowers were able to
row the broken boat in to shore.
\Vhat was sa.lvag'OO with the
eme1-g-ency repairs shortly after
was not just one of the club's few
remaining boats, but perhaps
their · chances this season.
Jimmy Fields, an alumni rower,
spent a week fixing the broken
boat with fibergiass, as well as
sanding and painting it. He did

New drug to decrease cancer

the work for free.
Fields is a member of the
Muffin Men, a group of alumni
rowers who continue to row on
Lake Pickett and compete in
races. Jeff Ferris, a rower on the
men's varsity team, said that he
has rowed in the boat since the
repairs and it is as good as it was
before the accident.
.
Had the boat been irreparably
damaged, the light-weight crew
would have been without their
competition boat, the Garapic.
The accident follows another
which claimed most of tlleir
boats, when the club's trailer
tipped over ·o n a hig1lway.
The club remains hopeful for
a good season, which begins with
their first race in Jacksonville on
Oct. 25.
Though relatively
unknown on campus compared
to the football or soccer teams,
the club is the most prolific on
campus. The club, which is
ranked eig1lth in the nation, has
quietly garnered the most national championships of any sports
team or club in UCF history:
Their national success dates
back to 1974, which also was
UCF's first national champi-

Members of the UCF crew dub prepare for morning practice, which starts at S :30 a.m. Though
the team has several boats, most are not suitable for competition - some are damaged.

onship.
The UCF men's crew club is a
club sport organization not to be
confused with the UCF women's
varsity crew team. Unlike the
women, the men's team does not
receive athletic funding or scholarships from UCF, though the
Sports Club Council helps pay
travel and competition expenses.
Members of the crew club pay
$150 in dues each semester.

ASHUY ROBERl'SOM 'CTHTRAl FlORIDA AJTURE

FRoM Al
the forms - designed to help
improYe teaching methods - are
unfairly being used as evaluation that could affect raises and
promotions. The decision to discu
alternative to the forms
eame after Senators argued that
po sible changes to the form
could help provide a more accurate reading of a professor·s peri.
formance. Because of 1he multiple jurisdictions 1he forms deal
with including undergraduate,
graduate.. and personnel issues,
the matter will be sent to a personnel committee mio will in turn
fm1her e..--q>lore the issue.
"The intent of the forms when
the forms were adopted was to
use the feedback from the student to become better teachers,"
Modani said. '-It has become
more of an evaluative tool and
often times it' reduced to a number tbaf meaningless by itself.~
),lodani said the evalnation
pI"O<"e
is too focused on the
front side of the forms, where studen bubble in ratings in individual categories. ignoring the more

Your information to be oonsid.~ for th _,\round Campu
ooJumn, send fill e-mail to ed.ia,u Fnews.com or send a
fa."'\: t 401-411-1556. Deadlin
are 5 p.m. Monday for the
Thursday edili n. and 5 p.m.

ation categories. 'rt lot of my students may rate me down on ihe
paoo of my course because I
oowr a lot of material but they
mite in the back that it mis great
mid kept them on their toes,..,
l\fodani s8id..
Other · ues on the 8t.~

81~

included the establishment of
incentives aimed at encouraging
professors to research in their
field of t~ching. The monetary
reward has yet to be named but
is being call~ the "Incentive for

1

A new drug regimen can
reduce the chance that •
breast cancer will recur in
post-menopausal women.
One of the main reasons for
breast cancer recurrence in · • "
post-menopausal women is
th(;) hormone estrogen. Until
now; these women were
given the drugTamoxifen for ••
five years and then had 'to
hope for the best. Tamoxifen
blocks estrogen. However, a ""
large international study has
found that if these women
take a different drug,
Letrozole, after the five year 911
treatment with Tamoxifen,
their chance of breast cancer recurrence will be cut in
half. Letrozole, doesn't cure ,.,...
breast cancer, but scientists
are confident that it will save
lives.

•

COURTESY NASA

Oceans on Titan
A group of researchers
from Cornell, the University
of Virginia, and NASA's Jet
Propulsion Laboratory have
made· the first observation
that liquid oceans cover
much of Titan, Saturn's
largest moon. With its diameter of 3,200 miles, and its
thick atmosphere of mostly .
nitrogen, Tit.an has intrigued
planetary scientists for
years. Scientists suspect
that this liquid cannot be
water, since the temperature
of Titan is minus 2~0
degrees
Fahrenheit.
However, they suspect it to
be made of hydrocarbons, a
class of molecules made
entirely from hydrogen and
carbon_
Astronomers
believe that Titan could b6 a
natural laboratory for the
chemistry leading to life.
XASXs Cassini spacecJ'?ft
will arrn-e at Saturn next
July, and could provide
definitive answers with its
radar.

ci

...
•

•
•

•

•
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Universe a finite soccer ball?

1don't like
discrimination of
any kind, and we
are a university,
eshould be
more tolerant of
different
opinions."
0

- NAVA!. OOANI

FA.rutJY SENATE VICE OWRMAN

A'iliff£!llit!!MIHHITTAL M'.lll. RITUAE

Scholarship in Teaching and
Learning." The
cholarsbip
would go to faculty for publication and research that would contribute to fa:rther developing
teaching and learning within a
professors field or studJ"
"It's been a long standing
msue at this uni\msily-the fact
that most people don't get
rewarded for doing :researe.h,~
Chase told Senate members.
A committee will meet to
de\"elop criteria and draft a ~

•••

UCF Prowst Terry Hi<tey listens on during-the Faculty Senate Steering Committee meeting
Thuml.ay. Hickey acts as PresidentJGhn Hilt's liason to the farufty.

posal for scholarship opportunities before the resolution goes to
the faculty senate. .Modani said if
there are funds. the process
could take aJmosI a yea-c
Senators also discussed possible revisions to promotion and
Tenure C~nnmittee decisions.
Some teachers beliere that

:reevaluating mies concerniDg
in promotion procedures could he1p aTI>id possible

m10 votes

confliclS of interest
:.\t the college lernl we have
some situations '1iilere there are

associate professors sitting on
the college committee who may
be judging someone·s credentials
to be a full professo~"' :\fodani
said WSome people are arguing
that we should consider changing
the policy so only full professors
can sir on the oollege Iev-el In my
"iew that' not a bad idea...

An independent mathematician in Canton. ~ ~ and
his coileagnes suggest th8I:
space is a kind of 12-sided
hall of mirrors. in~ ihe
' illusion of infinity is c.remOO
by looking out and ~
multiple copies of die same
stars. This~ if~
correct, would rule ooi. ~
popular Big Bang ~
and it means dmt~e.<nn see
the whole 1IDirer.:re .l'.lM'.M:
Based on this ~ ili ,oo.
went far~ m
direction.. you mRllM
yourself
~ ~
• started. Thi£ m
eili1 caily take 14
years of~ 'Ji'bta
tion of Hie in.fulltts h
verse bas,.bee.£ 8ll1i!Cllll!ld. smre
the seienee of ~~b:Y
was born. 111Be ~ ~
groups
1ltis lT.!l!'i.l""
thE!Ol)\. and &e
ID

~

•

•

•

J

prove it~.

..

Voicegiws
University of Horida
experts in commnnic8tion
sciences and dL~ ~
identified two key" eleiDe116
of speech.. They hPliiPFP

these two elements., ·
and rate of word ~

am
Jn the Oct. 9 • ·ue, page .A2..
lbe
.Putun:
incorrectly
described Mayra Hoffman as
"blteSen..Billl\lsey' ~
Hoftnuw L the Unirersily
Rel •
offk>e DWlage.c Her

"They work hard, and they just
do ti because they love the
sport," said Kate Motes, a member of the women's team.
Crew is an expensive sport.
Boats or shells, which hold
between 4 and 8 rowers, can cost
as much as $25,000 new.
Currently the club has three
eig1lt-person boats and two fourperson boats. They are considering buying another eight person
boat from the UCFwomen's crew
program.
Last year the team traveled to
competitions as far away as
Philadelphia, and Oak Ridge,
Tenn.
Varsity practice begins in the
dark at 5:30 a.m. six days a week,
usually on Lake Pickett. Land
workouts consist of running
stairs at the arena or doing rowing exercises at the Recreation
and Wellness Center.
Each year the club \velcomes ·
beginners, or novices, and teaches them how to row.
This year the club includes
about 20 novice rowers who
practice in the afternoons.

Teachers say evaluations are misused

The Fuhrre wants to hear
from rou! If \"Oll have a club,

Friday for the Monday edition.

Senior Staff Writer

Contributing Writer I News Editor

det.a ilerl information written on
the back of forms, where students comment on renaio evalu-

orgmik.ation 0r e'\"ellt and mmt

NASEEM SOWTI

TIFFANY BECK & ISAAC BABCOCK

'liew skies through a 26-inch eye
UCFs Astronomical Society
invites the general public to do
some tar gazing from 8 p.m. to
10:30 p.m. Wednesday at the
UCF Robinson Observatory. A
26-inch Scbmidt-Cassegrain telescope is available for skyward
viffi''S. The telescope, built in
1968 for the ni\-ersity of South
Florida, moved to the Unh'e.l'sity
of Florida after the USF astronomy program ended. The telesrope came to UCF in 199'2.
\ 'isitors can also bring their own
telescopes or binoculars. Check
the observatory \\fID site before
ooming to ensfil.e the sey will be
dear enough to see the stars, at
http~ :\'\"\\:pbysies.ucf.ed astrct
obser\lltmj1.

Week in Science ••

ances

signal the ageoflhe ~
Their studies show that drd.
men ~-peak more~

~.

thcyoung.,~lbe

- d:l

or the old men·

1

wiees me

as they age. This

Cultural
Jam- presentation will plemiere Tuesday- night at I p.m,.
ood r.- "Will repeat at the same
time on i\'edoosdaJ:. Frida..v- and
Satu:rda~ 'The production will.
be held in me Cape Florida
room of Ure tndent Union..
Fbr a oomp1ete ·st of
Di\U'S.ilv Week erenIB,, a sdted-ule .
the Offim of
Dm>.rsity lnitialims Web site at
"'The

CS/Slmn

Pos.tro

di\~edo.

..

ma~· help speech patt~
gi.<rts distinguish ~tell
speech problems from ttaose
related to diseases
Parkinson; tfisease_ It
can help therapists brmt
heahhy patien1s l \ .
plaint abom their ~

Even

more

int:.,..n~~

Holl)wood may '
\\ljili this tecboologJ;
computer
fuvare
an
propedJ;

diaracter· TIJice..
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INClUDES AU 03 MODELS EXCEPT NEW BEETLE CONVERTIBLES, 20TH ANNIVERSARY GTI,
WOLFSBURG JETTAS AND TOUAREG. HURRY LIMBED TIME.OFFER
,
•1. 9% financing available lhrough Volkswagen Bank USA upon credit approval.'
Offer !JOOd lhrough I 0/31/03

2003 GOLF GL
2003 NEW

Side Airbags,
p/Windows, Pf Locks'Al
ABS, Keyless Remote, arm
& Much More!

ABS,
p/Windows, P/L:I s~ ~ ~uch Mo;e!
Keyless Remote, ar

2 [~i·~-YTAXfOR

ll

r::.

BEETL~ ~~rbags

·

;

UBBD DIESELS
T ftAllABLE
48 $ta/ down Includes 1st payment,
*leases are calculate~ f'~nd ~i:~nse. See Salesperson for details. i
osec. deposit. tags. tit e
I mper Warrantv
PER MONTH+

~.._TJ_.._._._
4 Yr/5.0 ooo Mile Bumper-To~ u

IESElS

! r:y1~ !TC.: Tu:::.l:.au
~
$0 ta/ down Includes 1st payment,
- *leases are calculated f'~nd li:~nse. See Salesperson for ~eta1/s.
:!

---

.

er warrantv

0 sec. deposit, tags, tit e

: 5 Yr/&o:ooo Mile PoWenrain warrantv

. 4 Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-!O-BUDIP

.

: 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powenram warrantv .
2003 All New GTI .
.d
p/Locks, 17" Alloys,
p
/W1~b
o
ws,
Remote,·
Side Air ags, ABS' Keyless
1
Alarm & Much More.

·

! [:Yl31j i"f.:: BIG SELECTION!
~--$0 ta/ down Includes 1st payment,
- *leases are calculate~ r1t~d /i:~nse. See Salesperson for details.

,

:!

.

ANNIVERSARY
HUGE AVAILABL
SELECTIONE•· Wu~:~eWHllE THEY lAST!
MODELS
osec. depoSlt. tags. tit ea

2003AlL NEW
PASSATGL ·
Airbags, ABS,
p/Wmdows, p/ Lock
Ala!.Side
&Much Mare!
Keyless Remote,

2004 TOUAREG
GOES
ANYWHEQE!

•::1r..:

AG 0 NS .

.

~.. ~4'l1Jl•
HEBEi
1 ~ :::"'.;•7< ~ 487 ment
;!
. h $0 total down Includes st pay. ·1 ,

*leases ore calculated w1~nd license. See Salesperson for deta1 s.
0 sec. deposit, tags, title
er warrantv

4 Yr/50
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War opposition heads downtown Religious groups say
play influenced by Satan
On Robinson Street in
Orlando on Thursday afternoon, the usual joggers circled
Lake Eola and ducks enjoyed
hand-outs from strangers. A
group of concerned citizens
including UCF students had a
less-relaxed day planned, and
they brought a Channel 2
WESH cameraman with them,
as they headed to Senator Bill
Nelson's office at One
Landmark Center.
Far from the picturesque
cityscape below, these people's
minds were on the war in Iraq,
and the $87 billion President
Bush recently said he'd need to
keep peacekeeping operations
running there. This group of
protesters don't want their tax
dollars paying for it anymore.
Left-wing political discussion was the means of killing
time as they awaited the leader
of their planned demonstration.
UCF student and Campus
Peace Action member Matt De
Vlieger arrived and· brought
everyone up to speed with the
purpose of their rally: to get the
message across to Senator Bill
Nelson that they will not support giving a "blank check" to

the Bush administration to pay
for operations in Iraq. De
Vlieger represented the liberal
activist sites MoveOn.org and
WmWithoutWar.com at the
meeting. MoveOn.org culminated a national petition drive in
opposition to Bush's funding
request on Thursday.
. Armed with their "blank
check" cards to Senator Bill
Nelson, the 40 boarded elevators and headed up.
The demonstration took
place in a boardroom in
Senator Bill Nelson's office,
with windows all-around overlooking downtown Orlando. A
standing-room only atmosphere reinforced the feeling of
pressure these demonstrators
hoped to impress upon Bill
Nelson. Members of the demonstration group were mainly
middle-aged men and women,
along with five Campus Peace
Action affiliated students.
Nelson was not in there,
though. His .representative
Sherry Davich was there to listen to the concerns of those
gathered.
De Vlieger led the presentation, armed with 12,220 signa-

tures on a petition for the U.S.
Congress to withhold the $87
billion requested by the Bush
administration until the United
States hands over control of
Iraq to the United Nations. De
Vlieger and others criticized
the administration for not
building a broader international coalition.
Noting that more soldiers
have died since Bush declared
the end of major operations
than during the war, group
members urged more involvement with the international
community and the United
Nations in the plan for rebuilding Iraq.
De Vlieger said the $87 billion was twice the yearly budg- ·
et of the Department of
Homeland Security, and according to House Minority Leader
Nancy Pelosi more will be spent
on Iraqi sch.ools per capita than
in the United States.
· The group focused much of
its attacks on Defense
Secretary Donald Rumsfeld,
who they accused of scoffing at
an original $2 billion price tag
to rebuild Iraq, when Rumsfeld
is now asking for $20 billion.

The
demonstrators
said
Rumsfeld and other Bush cabinet members are untrustworthy and incompetent.
They said they'! be keeping
Nelson's response to their petition in mind when the time
comes for the Senator's re-election.
Group members handed
"blank check" cards to Davich
at the end of the meeting, each
with a personalized letter to the
Senator.
Davich and other Nelson
representatives stuck around
after the protesters finished
their demonstrations to answer
individual questions and to
thank everyone for participating their democracy.
De Vlieger said it's the
largest group of people Nelson's
ever had come to his office.
When reached for comment,
Christine Hanson, another Bill
Nelson representative, said she
didn't have a response from
Nelson, and referred anyone
with questions on his Iraq
stance to www.billnelson.senate.gov.
"We need a new team and a
new plan," De Vlieger said.

Nation and World
Palestinian legislators to witness the. confirmation of his
government earlier in the day.
Qureia's success in forming
a government is seen as key to
reviving the tattered IsraeliPalestinian peace talks.

Internet site brings people
together in prayer for troops
With two sons overseas in
the Marines during wartime,
Diane and David Harris of
Sierra Madre, Calif., asked
friends and church members to
pray for the safety of the young
men. But the Harris family had
no idea how far that request
would reach.
Someone registered the
names of Todd and Trevor
Harris with the Adopt Our
Troops campaign of the
Presidential Prayer Team, a
nondenominational Christian
prayer group on the Internet.
Soon, hundreds of thousands of
strangers across the United
States were praying for the
brothers.
They are among the 140,000
troops "adopted" for daJly
prayers by the Presidential
Prayer Team. With a reported
1.6 million daily hits, the Web
site is one of the biggest efforts
merging teclrnology with traditional prayer, religion experts
say.
David Harris, a retired police
captain, and his wife, Diane, an
office manager at a law firm,
who live in Pasadena, Calif., say
the family needed the prayers
even before one of their sons
was wounded in Iraq.
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going to hell for being gay.
"The Laramie Project is homosexual propaganda made by fags
for fags to promote the filthy
lifestyle," said Shirley PhelpsRoper, an attorney for Westboro
Baptist Church.
Wherever the play has gone,
the church has followed. Members
of the church have demonstrated
against the play and against gays
at the Universities of WISconsin,
Maryland, North Texas, and many
more across the country.
Their protests inadvertently
drew more attention to the plays,
which led the church to cease
·protesting the play. Phelps-Roper
said she would not come to UCF
because she is not interested in
drawing attention to the devil's
message.
Joshua Smith of the UCF Gay
Lesbian and Bisexuai Student
Union disagrees with PhelpsRoper. ."[The Westboro Baptist
Church] can believe all they want
to believe, but that doesn't mean
this church is right," Smith said.
''.Anyone wh~ interprets that God's
word justifies hate, intolerance
and violence has misinterpreted
that word."
Smith said he supports the
play's truthfulness. "The Laramie
Project is a great play because its
emotional content is based on
actual accounts," he said. "The
play encompasses real feelings
and is written tastefully."
Smith recalled his favorite part

of the production when the character Romaine Patterson:, Matthew
Shepard's friend and 21-year-old
lesbian, demonstrated ''.Angel
Action." "Romaine's Angel Action
peacefully protested (Westboro
Baptist Church Pastor Fred
Phelps] without talking," he said.
"While Phelps loudly preached
that gays were going to hell,
Romaine and her friends protested
Phelps visually by dressing, as
angels. Romaine's visual statement is more powerful then
Phelps's vocal statement because
of the defiance by contrast she
presents."
According to Smith, the play
"promotes an inclusive tolerance
and acceptance of diversity,"
which Smith said is included in
UCF's No. 4 goal on President
Hitt's web site - "Become more
inclusive and diverse."
That message may already
have carried to the faculty senate,
who·are considering adopting legislation to protect gays at UCF. The
legislation would be added to
UCF's anti-discrimination policy
that currently does not protect
gays.
Smith believes that whether
people are for or against homosexuals, students and members of the
surrounding communities should
watch the play for its emotional
aspect and for the underlying message the play delivers. "It not only
brings to light the fact that hate
and hate-crimes exist," he said,
"but also the fact that anyone, anywhere can be a victim of it."

•

•.

Siegfried says tiger tried
to 11elp Roy after slipping

KEVIN CASEY I LOS ANGElli TIMES

Marine Lance Cpl.Suzanne Keller receives prayers from the Church on the Way in Los Angeles.

"It's awesome," Diane Harris
said of the Internet effort. "I am
grateful."
The nonprofit Web site __!
presidentialprayerteam.org is one of the busiest religious
Web sites, according to John
Lind, its president. Membership
is free, but it contains commercial links.

New Palestinian prime minister
threatens to quit over Arafat
RAMALLAH, West Bank Palestinian Prime Minister
Ahrried Qureia threatened to
resign Thursday and a vote by

legislators to endorse a new
Cabinet was canceled after
Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat
refused to relinquish his tight
control over the government.
drama left the
The
Palestinian Authority in turmoil
and illustrated Arafat's ability
to prevent reformers from diluting his power despite growing
dissent within his ranks.
Officials in Arafat's Fatah
political party tnet Thursday
evening to try to break the
impasse, which is an embarrassment to Qureia, who had
invited foreign diplomats and

· In a series of eyebrow-raising interviews,
Siegfried
Fischbacher has said the tiger
that injured his partner, Roy
Horn, was not attacking him but
trying to help him.
In his first U.S. interview
since last week's incident in Las
Vegas, Fischbacher told CNN's
Larry King on Wednesday that
the 600-pound royal white tiger
had been trying to help Horn
after the illusionist slipped and
fell. The tiger, Montecore, tried
to drag Horn to safety, but
injured him because of ~s
strength.
"A cat is a tiger and when he
wants to protect his pal he does
it the way a tiger does, }Vith his
strength," Fischbacher, 64, said
Thursday on ABC's "Good
Morning America." "But we are
human; we are a little more
fragile."
Horn, 59, suffered a stroke
after1the attack and remains in
critical condition.

ANDY RDGER5 I COLORADO SPRINGS GAZETTE

Jim Osborn is a gay activist in Laramie, Wyo., and was friends with Matthew Shepard.
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Party will cost less per
.student than last year
Concerns about the short time
span of last year's event may have
sucli as the low number of stu- been solved by extending the
dents allowed to attend at no cost, evening's duration by two hours.
and the short time-frame of the Starting an hour earlier, it will
begin at 7 p.m. and end an hour
event
"I think 12,000 is the number later than last year at 1 a.m.
that we're shooting for," said
Also addressed in this year's
Battles. "We saw the attendance event will be the issue of what
last year and how many.people we evening the event should be held
thought might have left." Battles on. So as not to interfere with
said that after crunching the num- classes or SGA Senate meetings
bers it was decided that 12,000 the event will be held on a Friday
would be a reasonable figure to evening instead of the Thursday it
pay for. The figure of 12,000 is was on last year.
5,000 more than were admitted
According to Battles, this year's
last year free of charge..Also the event cost less per person because
event will still be offering the Universal has now worked with
option of a $19.95 fee at the door UCF and knows what the school
for anyone who arrives after the has to offer. Beginning negotiafirst 12,000, about half of the usual tions sooner also helped lower the
cost of Islands of Adventure admis- cost.
sion.
According to Battles, his
With 12,000 students attending administration is considering paythe event that translates into a ing for bands or DJs to play outcost of only $11.64 per student as side the park while students wait
opposed to the $22.09 per student in line to get in, but that is still in
cost of last spring's event.
the preliminary planning stages.
FROM

Llberian expatriate returns to .bear witness
By the time he and his family
finally sought asylum in the
United States, they had lost
WASHINGTON - Kenneth almost everything- twice.
They again began rebuildBest left this week on the start
of a long journey home to ing. Several years ago, they
Liberia, his one suitcase packed even managed to buy a house in
for next week's installation of Silver Spring, Md., on a street so
that nation's new government, typically and comfortably subhis other bag filled with a urban that, with more time, it
decade of deferred hopes and just maybe could break the
past's grip on their lives.
dreams.
Or maybe not. Maybe, for a
He once was one of West
Africa's most prominent jour- newspaperman who considers.
nalists, an editor who launched his work "his professional duty
the first independent dailies to Africa," there is only one
ever published in his country place to be. Not in a classroom
and Gambia. The papers were substitute teaching, as he has
'embraced by the public but recently to pay bills. But on a
denounced by those in power. plane across the Atlantic, bound
Best was jailed repeatedly; shut first for Amsterdam, then for
down for months at a stretch, Accra, Ghana, and finally; by
Sunday; for Monrovia, Liberia.
forced into exile, deported.

SUSAN LEVINE
The Washington Post

"I feel strongly I ought to be
there," he said.
Best has long waited for the
moment when the civil war ravaging his homeland might
cease, when it might seem-possible for him to return and resurrect the Daily Observer. He
believes that moment is imminent.
His trip is not merely to witness the transitional government taking office - after more
than two months of pressured
negotiations among the outgoing administration and rebel
groups - it is to locate a newsroom, round up staff, rallywhatever financial support he can.
Those are hugely formidable
challenges. The capital has little
power; no running water and
much danger. Still, by December

he wants the press in place, the
staff reporting and the first
Observer editions hitting the
streets, advancing democracy.
"I feel the good Lord has
given Liberia a new dispensation, to remake itself, to restore
the country," he explained
before his departure. "I cannot
sit on the sidelines and expect
other people to effect that
process. I know how important
a newspai;ier is."
He is a couple weeks shy of
his 65th birthday; a slender man
whose face has hollowed only
slightly despite the past decade
of cl.rift and worry. In a suit, he
could be a banker or diplomat.
But neither of those would
speak with the kind of crescenPLEASE SEE
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Governm.ent Wanted less rambunction
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do intensity that defines Best,
admired, around the world for
his .measure of courage, persist.
ence and faith.
"This is a man who accomplishes and believes, really
believes," said Anctrew J.
·Winter, U.S. ambassador to
· Gambia during· Best'& tenure
there.
Though not all famili and
friends are cheering the journey
home - "You've done your
duty," one told him,....-his wife of
more than 32 years knows better than to try to dissuade him.
So do 'bis six children, two of
whom serve in the U.S. military.
"It's just a passion with him,"
Mae Gene Best said. "The
paper's always on his mind. He
just kept hope alive that he'd go
back."
. Liberia is hardly unique in
the corruption and bloodshed
that have devastated the country since the late 1970s. But
Africa's oldest republic does
stand. ·apart for its cycles of
repression, which left hundreds
of thousands of people dead and
an equal number displaced.
MICHAEL ROBINSON-CHAVEZ I WASHINGTON POST
. . Best was an accidental jourKe'nneth Best, an exiled Liberian who once was among West Africa's leading journalists, has
nalist, recruited after college long
waited for the moment when the civil war ravaging his homeland might cease.
graduation to join the country's
press and information bureau. thriving street-sales business.
There was no more refuge in
Over time, he grew· disillusioned They called theirs the GEM Africa. Best said he always will
by the government's control and Bakery, for "God's Eternal be grateful to the United States
. manipulation of the news, and Mercy."
for granting his family asylum.
the idea of establishing his own
Civil war bro~e out in 1989, But asylum has been a difficult
publication took hold. He had no provoked by another military existence. He has been lauded
way of knowing what lay ahead. rebel, Charles Taylor. In the repeatedly for his journalistic
The Daily Observer debuted midst of the fighting, soldiers strugg'les:
In
2000,
the
in the first violent months after torched the Observer's building. International Press Institute
Samuel °K Doe took power in a Best was in the United ·states, named him one of50 "press free1980 inilitary coup. Almost ' seeking new equipment, when dom heroes" of the past halfimmediately, Best was threat- his wife warned him that his life century. But honors don't necesened because of reporting thi:it .was in danger. The family fled to sarily put food on the table.
was critical of the regime. In Ghana.
Best will not be in the classrapid succession, he was jailed,
In 1992, they launched the room anymore if his plans come
detained, interrogated and Obsel'Ver anew in Gambia. It to fruition. In the small carry-on
jailed again, at least once with, flourished as quickly as its sis- bag he said he would keep close
his entire staff, his wife includ- ter publication had in Liberia on his flights to Monrovia is his
ed. Photos antagonized Doe. So and again enraged government 23-page proposal for re-launchdid stories about the country's officials. Another coup, another ing the Observer. Foundations in
roads or schools, as well as arrest, and : Oct.30, 1994, the United States and abroad
readers' letters to the editor.
Gambian officials declared him · are considering its scope and
For two full yeru·s, the gov- persona non grata and put him mission, written in unwavering
ernment kept the paper closed. on a plane back to Monrovia.. He language. "To be the voice of the
Best's Wife started halting her was allowed no goodbyes, noth- voiceless; to help rebuild and
owti bread to get by; her bus- . ing but the clothes he was wear- strengthen civil society. .. ," it
band turned the loaves i:rito a ing. ·
begins.

Cap and Gown p.re-Orders
October 13 ·• October 17
Order your graduation regalia, annoucements,. and souvenir items .
from the UCF Bookstore for the December Commencement.
Pre-order yours now and save! Receive_10% off diploma frame purchases during the wee~ of pre-orders.
Orders can be placed online at www.herff-jones.com/college/graduation

UCF BOOKSTORE 4000 Central Florida Boulevard
Orlando, Florida 32816
Phone (407) 823-2665 Fax (407) 823-6282
www.bkstore.com/ucf

Bookstore
Your Oil· ( amp us s1orc·

Monday-Thursday 8:00am-7:00pm Friday 8:00am-5:00pm Saturday 10:00am-2:00prn

WINDOW PAINTING CONTEST
The UCF Bookstore is hosting ttie annual window painting event. The· event is to promote school spirit during
Ho.mecoming Week. Please·request information about the window painting event, including prices, themes,
and a rules sheet from the Information Desk at the UCF Bookstore. All money from the event.will be donated
to the Giving Tree. The winner of the contest will receive a $200.00 gift certificate from the UCF Bookstore.
•All campus clubs and organizations welcome to participate.
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Bill# Organization Name Purpose Amount
Sena~e Working :F und
Chris Brill $0;0,0 •
Assn for Childhood Educationlnt'l - Brev $0.00
OAF35-68 Orthordox Christian Fllowship ''Whats in.it for me" conference $460.50
OAF35-69 Materials Research, Soc Guest lecturer $390.00
OAF35-70 St Entrepreneur Soc commerative lunch $746.50
SB35-93 Progressive Council Activist conference 8/ 1·8/3/03 $7,205 .00
SB35-94 NORML@ UCF Guest speaker, Keith Stroup $3,500.00
SB35-95 Graduate Student Assocaition 1st GS orientation 8/21/03 $4,987.50
Total Senate Working Fund $17,289.50
C & 0 - Office Supplies .
035-27 African AssQciation office· supplies $150.00
035-28 Assoc. Oflnformatio:n Technology office supplies $150.00
035-29 Assoc. for .J?o~torial Stdts. Exceptional Edu. office Supplies $150.00
OS35-28 UCF Chocolate Club office supplies $150.00
OS35-29 Cereal Eaters Assoc. office suppl:ies $50.00
0835-30 Gospel Choir office supplies $150.00
Total C & 0 - Office $800.00
C & 0-Travel
G35-184 Latin Rhythms 2nd Annual Salsa Conf. $1,000.00
G35- t96 CREOL Assn of Optic St Science XIX, 87th me~ting $1,000.00
-035-199 Collegiate Percussive Arts Society lnt'l Convention, 11/18:..11/21 /03 1,000.00
G35-200 P.E. Majors Club P.E Edu. conf, 10/16- 10/18/03 $1,000.00
G35-204 Army ROTC Army Annual Meeting, 10/5-10/8/03 $,1,000.po
0~5-205 UCF Choclate Clul? Convention. 11/13-11/16/03 $1,000,00
G35-206 Fl. Water Environment Assoc. 2003 meeting, 10/10-10/16/03 $900.00
d35-217 Pi Sigrnil Alpha Law School conf. $1,000.00
G35-224 ElectrovhemicalSociety Electrochemical conf. $1 ,000.00
135-149 Daniel Ifolbert LEAD summer tarining, 7127-8/2/03 $300.00
I35-150 Ayse S. Yilmez computatio conf. 7/12-7/17/03 $300.00
13 5-151 Han Yu computation ctmf., 7/12-7116103 $300.00·
135-152 Corey M. Maggiano Anatomie ~orkshop $300.00
!35-153 Harris C. Ganey Triennal conf.,8/25-8/29/03 $300.00.
£35-154 Xiaohe Wu poster contest~ 7/13-7/17/ $240.QO
135-155 Khalil Ahmad IGARSS 2003 conf. 7/21-7/25/03 $250.00
135-156 Seubsan Scisuvam IGARSS 2003 cont: $250.00
135-157 Ian Stuart Adams IGARSS $250.00
135-158 Derek Brown Nat'! Lesbian & Gay Journalist, 9/11-9/14/03·$1 20.00
135-159 Jeremy Michaud Leadership conf, 7/9-7/13/03 $300.00
135-160 Andrew Greenwall Optics 2003, 9/17-9/20/03 $300.00
135-161 JenI)ifer Marie Ross Human Factors Annual conf. 10/13- 10/17/03 $250.00
135-162 Lauren Murphy Nat'l cont: 10/13-10/ 17/03 $250.00
135-163 Lance RanzerNat'l conf, 7/28-7/31/03 $300.00
135-170 James Todd Hammond Travel to Edinburgh, Scotland $199.20,
135-171 Amy Hutyra Travel to Phoenix, AZ 8/13 - 8/16/2003 $300.00
135-172 Zeeshan Rasheed Trip to Toronto, Canada 7 /31 - 8/3/2003 $280.00
135-173 Fang Du Trip to Tucson, Arizona 10/5. - 10/9/200'.3 $300.00
I35-174Natalia Falaleeva Conference 8/3 - 8/6/03 $205.33
135-175 Ouafaa Elgarah Trip to Tampa, FL 8/2 - 8/6/2003 $205.33
135-176 Virginia Ilie Trip to Tampa, FL 8/2 - 8/6/2003 $205.33
135- 177 Nicole Berge Trip to Italy I 0/5 - l 0/13/2003 $300.00
135-178 Erdem A. Ultanit '.frip to Russia 9/6 - 9fi2/2Q03 $300.00
)35-179 Ravi V Satya IEEE CSB 2003 conf. $300.00
135-180 M.i'rcea Mujat 2003 OSA meeting $300.00

135-181 Ladislav Jankovic Int'! workshop $300.00 .
l35-182 Alex.ei Gritai IEEE Int'! conf. $300.00
135-183 Khurram Hassan-Shafique IEEE int'l conf$300.00
135-185 Nichole M. Robinson 2003 Biochemical Research $300.00
135-186 Mikaela Nix Leadership conference, 10/3-10/5/03 $300.00
135-187 Irina M. Ionescu Engineering 'cont: 9/26-9/28/03 $300.00 ·
135-188 Binu Oommen Biochemicals conf. 9125-9127103 $300.00
135-189 Daniela Kratchounova Human Perforlllance event $240.00
I35-190 Rong Yuan SE Regional cot+ference $278.00
135-191 Ya-Chen Chein SE Regional conference $278.00
135-192 NacefMouri 20th Annual conference $300.00
I3 5-193 J .T Shim College Teaching <:onference $250.00 '
135-194 April Cash Peet Education, General assembly $300.00
135-195 Lisa Stoval Peer Education, General assembly $300.30
135-197 Robin Sutphen Commnnication Assoc. Event $60.00
135-198 An.kit Shah Technologies conference $300.00
135-201 GerganaMarkova Southeastern Management conf,11/ll - ll/l6/03 $2 50.00
135-202 Ann Deason Annual Professional conf, 10/2-10/3/03 $200.00
I35-203 Nancy TL Cti.rnmings Nat'!' Conf, 10/ 1-10/4/03 $300.00
135-207 Haydee M. Cuevas 47th Annual meeting $276.00
135-208 Sandro Sciezio 47th Annual conf. $110.00 ·
135-209 Michelle l{ arper' 47th Annual meeting $300.0'0
135-2 10 Sherri Rehfeld 47th Annual conf $300.00
135-211 ;lianwei Gong IEEE Sensors 2003. $250.00
135-212 Omar Javed Computer Vision conf. $300.00
135-213 Joshua H1.ll lnt'l con:f$165.00
135-2,14 Gabriela Qthou Int'! conf. $165.00
135-215 Ouafaa Elgarah DSI 2003 event $85.00
135-216 Joel Hales JCON07?ICOPE 2003 conf$300.00
135-218 Ozlem Garlbaylnt'l symposium $300.00
C35-219 Veronica McGowan Foreign Language conference $144.00
135-220 Pan1e1a L. Sadler Teacher's Edu. Conference $100.00
I35-221 Kimberely Zgonc Teacher's Edu. Conference $100.00
135-222 Chris O'Brien TED conference $1pO.OO
£35-223 Chris O'Brien TED couforence $100.00
R35-125 Ahmed El-Aassar AWMA conference $0.00
.SB35-09 UCF Wrestling toillnamaent $0.00
SB35-102 M.aterials ReseArch Soc Res~arch Sythposjam $2,292.00
SB~ 5- 104 St Health Information Management Assn Nat'! convention, '10118-10/2.3/03 $2,250.0C
SB35-25 Soc of Automotive Engineers Design competition $0.00
SB35-85 Phi Mu Alpha Nat'I convention, 7/16-7/20/03 $2,500.00
SB35-86 Col1ege Republicans coµvention, 7/25-7/27/03 $3,065.00 ,
SB35-87 Golden Key Nat'! Honor Society convention, 7/31-8/3/03 $3,024.00
SB35-92 Muslim Student's Assn Islamic conf, 8/29-9/1/03 $1,880.00
SB35-97 Soc of Womens Engineers SWE nat'l conf. 10/9-10/12/03 $1,000.00
Total C & 0 - Travel $40,067.49
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Harsh words show
passion for flags

onservative
Agenda

Liberal.

S

urprising as it was, the
an entirely different matter.
regardless of their source of
comments by mathematics
Whoever did this is in a decided- funding. This is probably where
Professor John Cannon
ly small minority of people who
the trouble started.
don't feel like or don't know how
underscored the deep feellI!gs
Did the administration ask
to express themselves through
the flag issue has conjured.
what other peqple on campus .
,
Whenever flags mix with politics · rational means.
thought? Did President John Hitt
in America, arguments break
Cannon's comments were
consider there might be a backout and people polarize on the
extreme, certainly - and were
lash? He surely considered how
issue.
made in the heat of the moment. people would feel if he said no to
The rebel flag, a symbol of
He'd just found out.whathad
the flags, but he might have
the south, has started shouting
happened to something he holds underestimated the power of the
matches and chap.ged state con- close to his heart, the American
anti-flag contingent.
flag. If you'd just found out
stitutions.
One SGA Senator made a ·
When someone burns a flag,
great suggestion the night the
someone keyed your car, you
it gets news coverage, and gets
might blurt out that you'd like to Senate voted down the funding
kill whoever did it.
blood boiling.
bill, essentially ending their role
Occasionally a legislator proIt doesn't mean you would, or iii the decision making process.
poses a Constitutional amendthat you're thinking that sort of
He suggested that the whole stument banning flag-burning and
thing all the time. It just means
dent body vote for the flags - if
you were very angry, and everyflag desecration. People hold
most people wanted them, they'd
mass demonstrations for both
one has a right to get angry.
get put up. If most student's didsides of the issue.
The replacement flags are in
n't like them, they wouldn't go
It's because a flag is open to
place now. Hopefully they won't
up.
interpretation, just like our
get ripped down again, but keep- .
This didn't happen. It's possiConstitution. Like our
ing that from happening is
ble that if every student had
Constitution, these flags endure, almost impossible. Dissuading
been able fo voice their opinion,
though they remain a source of
vandals from committing vandal- been allowed to vote, we wouldcontroversy.
ism means giving them a more
n't be seeing the senseless
Seeing the flags ripped out of desirable or effective outlet,
destruction we saw last week.
which brings up a big question.
some classrooms on campus
Of course, it's also possible
Tuesday, and reading about it in
If the people who tore down
no amount of due process
the Future Thursday, a lot of
the flags were against them
could've stopped the vandals. If
students and teachers got upset. going up to begin with, did their
they weren't reasonable people
People who see the flag as a pos- voices get heard? Probably not.
to begin with, using reason
itive force don't want it to be
wouldn't likely have much effect.
After the Student
torn down.
Government Association voted
We shouldn't have ov@rlooked
Most people who dislike the
down the bill to use student
the simple solution early on
presence of American flags, and money to ·pay for the flags, they
though. Whenever someone feels
protested the placement of them were bought with private funds, · · disenfranchised, or that they're
in the classrooms, would never
and put up anyway. Since the
being unfairly ignored by the
· do something like rip them
idea was first pitched to UCF's
system - the likelihood
down. They might think about it, administration, it's been
increases that they'll defy the
l;lut taking that kind of action is
approved for the flags to go u'p,
system to be heard.
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Rush's confession
too little, too.late
R

ush Limbaugh dropped a
bomb on his viewing and
F
listening public last week.
He admitted that he's addicted
to
painkillers. He f?aid that he's
'
.
been abusing them for some
. time now. He also said during his .
11
confession to the public that he
has
"always tried to be open
1
"! with [the American public] and
open about my life."
It seems like he was a little
late this time. If Limbaugh were
just an average American, this
would be a normal occurrence.
Instead, this is a guy who tells a
sizeable portion of Republican
voters what to do. To some it
makes sense that a guy addicted
to drugs would recommend
George W. Bush for president.
Regardless, it's just a shame
that we didn't know about his
problem sooner.
Limbaugh's admission, coming suspiciously on the heels of
his controversial commentary
about Philadelphia Eag'les
Quarterback Donovan McNabb,
speaks volumes about the lack
of popularity of morality in this
country. We're in an age of "do
as I say, not as I do." Even if people claim that they do what they
say, we tend to eventually discover the opposite.
In this case, a man who has

'f

1

ascended to an unmatched level
.of esteem among conservatively
leaning Americans has just
admitted that l.le's done some- .
thing which most people would
say lowers him to the level of the
average welfare recipient. "Wait
a minute! He's not God, he's a
drug addict!"
There's a saying that every
person has a closet of secrets.
The best-case scenario about
this situation would be that ,
Limbaugh just got dumped out
on Anierica's front porch. What
his actions hint at, however, is
that there's much more to this
than meets the eye.
In professing the truth, he's
shown us that, when exposed to
the world as a secretive, allegedly criminal drug abuser, he's
willing to come clean. That's a
relief. With fresh thinking like
that, maybe half the murderers
in prison could acquit themselves by admitting that they
made a mistake. What a world
we'd live in with that speed of
moral turnaround.
Limbaugh's actions are a step
·short of crawling into a ball and
hoping it will all go away. Had
he cleaned himself up before he
was caught by the press, he may
have much more easily saved his
public image. Instead, he's like a

child whose mommy just found
red paint on the walls and '
turned his hands palms up.
Saying he's innocent now would
just be foolish, and he knows it.
He needs to be punished. ·
He's already tendered his resignation with ESPN, but he needs
a real punishment - one that
both teaches him a lesson and
helps the public. A logical step
would be cancelling his radio
show, at least until he's fixed
this and whatever other problems he ha8 that he hasn't told
us about.
That likely won't happen
though. People with a lot of
money need him too much to
impugn his behavior so bluntly.
The public could make the
punishment. They could tune
him out. Sadly, not many people
who've taken his words as
gospel for the last decade would
be willing to give up so easily.
So there's one means of punishment left: The law. What
unfolds in the next few weeks
may very well be all the punishment Limbaugh needs. He's
under investigation, say police,
but they won't say for what.
Maybe if this chapter of
Limbaugh's story has taught him
a lesson, he'll let us know about
that before it's too late too.
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READER VIEWS
America needs proportionate defense

groups who mud sling and play dirty should be
held accountable. Meybe I'm an idealist. I hope
not. Through public apathy and dirty politics the
Greeks have a strangte hold 9n the SGA I'm OK with that. If the public wants the Greeks to control
everything, they should control everything.

In response to Oct. 9 Rea4er views: Bravo Ms.
Ruff. The only thing that I respect about you is
· that you are passionate about your cause. I wish
that we lived in a world where everyone got along.
I wish that people did not dislike people due to
- JOHN ZIMMERMAN _,.
their success in life.
We live in a very rich country with endless
opportunities. This makes us a good target for
FJag
should've seen it coming
attacks from less fortunate people. I will make an
I would just like to say in response to the flags
analogy.with your ideas and you see how much
being torn down and vandalized, that this should ' .,
sense this makes: Lets suppose that we take the
not shock anyone. 1There was a clear dissenting
Federal Reserve Bank and we take away the
opinion in this issue and it was ignored. This is
guards, and the alarm system, open the vaults and just proof of what ean happen when a group voice
put a huge flashllig neon sign out front that says .
is suppressed.
"Come in and take whatever you want"
I was personally against the flags, but I do not
The point is this: If you have so rnuch wealth
believe that tearing them down was the right
and opportunity, it must be carefully guarded or
·course of action.
else yo~ will~ taken advantage of.

fans

- TIFFANY METZIG
PHYSICS SENIOR

Open government quest not sour grapes
Recently, the registered student organization
Campus Peare Action has expanded the scope of
its activities from what they were last spring.
Then, we were a fledgiing group formed frantically
in opposition to the war on Iraq. Now, after a summer of planning, research and hard work, we have
started a campaign to investigate the university's
corporate and military ties.
1
Why? Is it, as Mitch Hoskins implied, a case of
sour grapes? Are we using the hyper-liberal
Future as a self-aggrandizing tool, as Jason Quick
would have you believe? Is Robert Dolezal correct
in telling us we should learn to love it or leave it?
We do this for the student body; attempting to
keep military and corporate bontracts transparent
so that students will be better informed when
choosing classes. ·
The notion that the Future is our organ on
campus is ridiculous. Their editorial board has
written editorials that have viewed Campus Peare
Action in both positive and negRtive lights, and
their managing editor has always claimed to put
objectivity first. Finally, feel free to disagree with
our position, because you are free to do so. Many
members in Campus Peare Action have a s.trong
military tradition in their families, myself included.
But freedom allows for more than the dialectical oppositions of "Love it or leave it" and "My
country, right orvvrong." It doe&n't matter if all of
· our fathers and mothers served in the military,
these freedoms were guaranteed to us centuries
agu, and labeling dissenters as traitors does an
injustice to the Constitlltion all soldiers are sworn
to protect.

- JESSE BENEDICK·

FJag VJndals and Cannon both etted
As a student that opposed the funding for flags
in the classrooms, I was,sickened and appalled
that those flags were ripped down from their '
stands. The person or people who did this defaced
the very flag that protects their right to protest it.
If the student or students disagreed with such a
'measure, they should have continued to protest in
a peaceful manner, rather than .coil'.IIllitting an
atrocity like vandalism. I am sad to think that this
act is what now defines the protesters of the
American tlagin UCF classrooms.
However, Professor John Cannon has also sickened me with his comment~ on how, if this was a
foreign student, the student should be "shipped
back" to his or her native country to join that
army so that we can "kill their ass." This is an
entirely unprofessional and horrible way to feel I
now know that I will n'ever take a class with such
a hypocritical and biased man who, while claiming
to love the United States, acts nothing like a true
patriot.
I hope that whoever defaced the tlags is found
and punished to the full extent of the university
policy and the law. Though attitudes like Cannon's
are perfect examples of why I disagreed with flags
in the classroom in the first place, I cannot and do
not condone the actions of the vandals and sin-cerely hope that nothing like this happens to our
symbol of freedom and democracy again.
-·HEl~I A. DEVRIES

JOURNALISMMAJOR

. FJag destruction angers U.S. saldiers

<

I write again about your front-page article on
flag vandalism. This is a message to the traitors of
c)
- PATRICK ROSTOCK America.
The people Who destroyed those American
OUTREACH COORDINATOR, CAMPUSPEACE·ACTION
flags just urinated on every man, woman, and
who has pride to be an American. You just
c:
Camprugns tarnished by rule violators · · child
destroyed
what
millions
of
young
men
and
women
I ran in the SGA Senate election for
have protected for over 200 years just so you can
Undeclared Seat 1 with a group of peers.affiliated
have
your "freedom." I know you must go to UCF,
with Progressive Counsel It was an honor and a
and
walk the halls with 42,000 other students. I
privilege to run beside them for a lot of reasons,
swore to defend the Constitution of the United
but one reason stands above the rest: They led
States
against all enemies, foreign and domestic,
honest campaigns.
and
the
way I see it, you just became my enemy. If
Unfortunately some of the Greeks led camand
when
I find you, stand by, because you just
paigns that I feel were a disgrare to the university.
pissed off thousands of Americans who would die
They violated several Elections Statutes,
for that flag.
·
including:
. -ROBERT DOLEZAL w
Making official tickets - section 6052-c
SENIOR,CIVIL ENGINEERING,MARINE CORPS OFRCERCANDIDATE
Libelous Web sites .:_ sections 605.1-e and
605.11-a and b
Lying to the Elections Commission - se¢on
Vandals fail anti-flag cause
( J.
605.1-b .
.
I was upset to learn that some of the U.S. flags
The Web site UCFstudents.com is a perfect
had been vandalized. As I previously wrote to the
example of Ubel Of course when talking about
F'ut:ure, I consider the display of flags to trample on
UCFStudents.com you have to mention Sean
the very nature of a university and they should be '
Lavin, a Greek who won CBA Seat 9 in the
removed to preserve the spirit of truth finding at
runoffs. He even admitted to writing material on
UCE But irresr)onsible acts of destruction are not
the site, not to mention he was conveniently plasthe way to effect change. Not only do they sour the .'<.>
tered across the front page, and his good friend
cause, but incite the opposition. I'm sure that no
and fraternity brother made the site.
matter how many flags are torn down or damaged,
His involvement was obvious·, just like his lie;
someone will donate a replacement. The more flags
the Elections Commission should have disqualified torn down, the more people will work to keep them ~1
him from the rare, but they dismissed the comup.
plaint' instead. They said it
only guilt by assoThe flags should be removed, but only if the
ciation, and that was not grounds for a violation.
means is ethical Destruction of property steps over
Need I mention that the Elections Commission
the boundaries of civil disobedience.
was also Greek?
, -<iORDONWORLEV
rm not bltter, I just think that people and

was

Th~ Fuiure encourages comments from readers. Letters.to the editor should not exceed 300 words and must i~clude
full name and phone number. We may edit for length, grammar, styleand libel. Send letters to editor@UCFnews.com,
submit them online at www.UCFnews.com or fax them to407-447-4556. Questions? Call 407-447-4555.
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SEX. RELATIONSHIPS. DRUGS
Thursday,, Oetober 16th 8:00 pm, UCF Arena
Free with Student ID·.
$JC fo~ non UCF Students, $5 for faculty,, staff, and' all:rmni.

Amateur Knight
Tues. Oct 14th, 9 pm
W ackadoo' s Bar and Grill
Two Lucky Audience Members will win a
pair of VIP seats to Dr. Drew on Oct 16th.

P11esented by the SJj)eakei;s Committee of the Campus Activi,ties Board
Special tham,ks ro REACH Peer Education.
cab.uc£.edu

cab. ucf.edu

SCHEDULE of EVENTS
Tuesday October 14
.
9 pm CAB Comedy and Variety Presents Amateur Knight,
Wackadoo's
Wednesday October 15
11 am - 3 pm Volunteer UCF Interest Table, SU South Patio
4 pm VUCF Give Kids the World. Carpool at Millican Hall at 4 pm
Thursday October 16
10 am - 4 pm Dance Marathon Invasion, SU
8 pm CAB Speakers Presents Dr. Drew, UCF Arena
Friday October 17
UCF Arena
8 pm MidKnight Madness,
.

8 pm - 12 am CAB Special Events Presents The Haunt ed
Arboretum, UCF Arboretum
Saturday October 18
9 am VUCF Breast Cancer Walk . Registration starts at 7:30
am at downtown Orlando near Church Street.
12 pm - 4 pm VUCF Pet Adoption Drive· at Petsmart in
Ocoee . Carpool at' Millican Hall at 11 :30 am.
Tuesday October 21 - Wednesday October 22
VUCF Blood Drive, Student Union South Patio
Saturday October 25
VUCF Halloween Costume Party. Details to be announced.
For more information on any of these events
contact the Office of Student Involvement,
Student Union room 208, 407.823.6471, or
http://osa.sdes.ucf.edu. Funded by the
Activity ·and Service Fee as
allocated by SGA.
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INSIDE THE

Women look.to make
FSU 12th straight victim

ASHLEY BURNS
Sports Editor

Paper or
plastic? .

. MATT DUNAWAY
Staff Writer

·8 /
Rushing yards RB
Alex Haynes
compiled on eight
carries jn Saturday's
loss to Ohio.

1, 21

Rushing yards UCF's
defense has allowed
in six games this
season.

187

Rushing yards per
game that UCF is
allowing on average.

.
)

112.7

Rushing yards per
game that MAC East
frontrunner Miami
(OH) is allowing on
average.

,.1

>

Upcoming
>
Women's volleyball
will have to get by
the Florida State
Seminoles
tomorrow if they
want to add to their
11-game winning
streak. The Knights
serve up for another
victory 7 p.m. at the
UCF Arena ...

)

~

.,

,)

Men's soccer looks
to continue Atlantic
Sun domination as
they travel to Bules
Creek, NC to take on
the Camels of
Campbell this
Thursday. The
Camels are 1-3 in
A-Sun competition
and nearthe
bottom of the
conference
standings ...
Catalin Bradu and
the rest of the men's
tennis team are
~king off for
Memphis, TN to
compete in the
Omni Regionals this
Saturday.

Quot.ables
"Maybe we're
, fooling ourselves
with the cocky
attitude that we're
something we're ·
not... We're all
: waiting for
• someone to do
something, but no
one's doing
anything right
now."
- WIDE RECEIVER
LUTHER HOGGINS

. "I blame this game

on myself. I'm a
senior and I'm
supposed to show
leadership, and I'm
out there getting
two personal foul
penalties.That's not
leadership."
l

- OFFENSIVE
LINEMAN DAVID

ASHKINAZ

The UCF volleyball team (12-3, 3-0) dismissed Troy State
(8-7, 1-3) in four games (31-33, 30-19, 30-23, 30-19) on Friday
evening. The victory extended the Knights' winning streak to
11, matches.
UCF is still unscathed against TSU winning all 12 matches between the two schools.
The
Golden
Knights welcomed
outside hitter Emily
Watts back to the lineup. The sophomore
had five kills and six
UCF (12-3) vs. Florida State (9-9)

Put a fork in me, I'm done
What a game.
.
I stood on the sideline and saw
something beautiful. We were down by
a touchdown heading into the ·final
minutes of the fourth quarter. Out of
nowhere, Ryan Schneider made a tri- ·
umphant return for the Knights and led
a ·98-yard strike to give UCF a necessary win.
Then my alarm clock went off. The
haunting melody of 'Who Let the Dogs
Out" snaps me back to reality.
·
· My Saturday.has become routine.
Usually I'd roll out of bed and follow a
ritual that I've kept for years on UCF
away game Saturdays. However, this
season my ritual has become one of
hesitation as opposed to one of cele-.
bration. Saturday was the icing on my
cow pie.
Fbr the first time since I was five
years old, UCF was shut out. Lucky for
me, I wore ~ cup for this game. Roy
Horn called me and said he has never
seen anything so painful. Don Zimmer
called me and said he's never seen
someone get tossed around so much.
The pain I felt Saturday was the
pain I feel every time I watch the movie
"Necessary Roughness." I'd rather
watch Kathy Ireland's car wreck of an
acting job over and over than relive one
moment of Saturday's game. I'd rather
write a 10-page report explaining why
'Weekend at Bernie's" is my generation's "Citizen Kane" than watch that

Tuesday ·
8·

digs in her first match
back since Sept. ·26
against USF.
Middle blockers
Amanda Stoutjesdyk
and Chaz Arah led
7p.m.,UCFArena
UCF in more than one
category combining
for 46 kills and six blocks on the
Super streak
night.
Volleyball's last defeat was
Sept. 6against Miami (OH).
Stoutjesdyk knocked down a
Since then, the Knights
career high 25 kills on a 0.347 hitting
swept two tournaments and
percentage. The Michigan, native
have racked up eleven wins
also registered five digs, three servincluding four consecutive
ice aces, ~d three blocks.
conference victories.
Arah smacked down 21 kills on
27 attempts on a 0.741 hitting perTeam leaders
centage. That effort was good
#14 Jenny Frank
enough not 01µy for a career best in
621 assists
hitting percentage but for 9th all11.29 assists per game 1
time in school history. In addition
Arah dug out six balls, and blocked
#13 Emily Watts
190kills
three shots.
4.42 kills per game
setter Jenny Frank tallied 67 of
486 total attacks
. the team's 73 assists, and outside
25 aces
hitter 'Ibnya Jarvis pounded 10 kills
#6 Tonya Jarvis
while hbero Lindsey Whalen collect176 kills
ed 15 digs in the backcourt.
3.26 kills per game
Outside hitter Rachel Hassan
461 total attacks
\ paced Troy State, thumbing 17 kills
20aces
while middle blocker Haven
#7 Lindsay Whalen
Trl"boulet recorded a·double-double
160digs
with 15 kills and 11 digs.

filth again.

2.91 digs per game

PLEASE SEE
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SLUMPING ON 810

Senior Jenny Frank (left) accounts for 85 percent of UCF's assists this season. Freshman Jana Mi~chell has 34 total blocks.

OHIO 28, UCF 0

UCF fails to
break 100 yards

Shut down, out

of total offense

Ohio holds UCF to under 100 yards of
total offense and shuts out the Golden
Knights for the first time since the 1984
season - astreak of 209 games.

ASHLEY BURNS
Sports Editor

MATT DUNAWAY

It was a day of firsts and a day of

worsts for the Golden Knights.
For the first time since Lou Saban was
UCF head coach, the Knights .failed to
seore a sing1e point in a game, losing 28-0.
Prior to Saturday's thrashing by Ohio,
UCF's last scoreless game occured
against Indiana State on Nov. 3, 1984.
The Knights also failed to top the 100yard mark in total offense, something they
had never done before under head coach
Mike Kruczek. Wide receiver Tavaris ·
. Capers led the team in rushing with 17
yards. Junior running back Alex Haynes
carried the ball eight times for a negative
eight yards.
'We were down. 14-0 before we knew
the game started," Kruczek said. "Never
seen anything like it. Never been a part of
something like that offensively."
Haynes led the Knights with 56 yards
receiving. No other Knight had more than
15 yards. Quarterback
Jon Rivera finished the
game completing seven
passes for 90 yards.
"I played terrible,"
Rivera said. "I couldn't hit
basic passes. We tried
everything possible, but
nothing worked. It was Rivera
very frustrating. We tried
it all but couldn't find anything."
The Knights' turnover problems continued as they fumbled the ball four times,
losing it twice.
UCF's defense received a surprise that
turned out to be more.than a handful of
trouble. Ohio head coach Brian Knorr
closed the Bobcats' practice this week,
creating speculation of who their starting
quarterback would be. Due to an apparent
shoulder injury to starter Fred Ray, true
freshman Austin Everson started his first
game as a Bobcat.
"He's a winner," Knorr said of Everson.
"He's nothing flashy but he's a winner. Our
kids rallied behind him and it's exciting to
see his progress."
PLEASE SEE

IGHTS ON B2

Ohio freshman
dazzles in debut
StaffWriter

Fbr the seventh time in
eight seasons, Homecoming
weekend was a joyous occasion for the home team in
Peden Stadium. ,
Ohio ran over UCF 28-0
on Saturday afternoon in
front of 21,109 fans, the 14th
larg-est crowd in Ohio histQry.
'We're perplexed at how
we came out," UCF head
coach Mike Kruczek said.
"It was a total breakdown
across the board."
"The locker room was
down and silent," punter
Matt Prater said. "No one is
saying anythlng."
Ten minutes before kick-.
off the crowd was notified
that true freshman Austin
Everson would make his
first start at quarterback for
the Bobcats.
"It was a late decision,"
Ohio
Linebacker
Dennis
Chukwuemeka
(above) had
three solo
tackles and ·
recovered one
ofUCF's
fumbles. ·
Comerback
Dion Byrum
(right)
recovered the
other.

Everson said. "But my
teammates had confidence
in me, and the coaches did a
great job getting me prepared."
·
UCF's first quarter blues
·continued as Everson and
the Bobcats went to work on
the game's opening possession.
After Ohio ran the ball on
its first five plays, Everson
used a play-fake on third
down and five, finding fullback Brad Young alone in
the flat who took it the rest
of the way for an early 7-0
lead.
''You just want to go out
and execute," Everson said.
"By doing that on.the first
possession' it got our confidence and our emotions ·
going."
UCF went three-and-out
on its first possession and
cornerback Dion Byrum
returned the punt 44 yards
all the way to the UCF 35.
On third and goal
Everson took the ball off
right tackle, and the
Bobcats extended the lead
to 14-0 with 5:30 left in the
opening stanza.
"I'm very proud of the
response of this team," Ohio
head coach Brian Knorr
said. "Usually after falling
short like we did last week'
to Northern Illinois in over1 time there is a let-down factor."
After another UCF threeand-out, Ohio got the ball
back on its own 42-yard
line.
On third and nine,
Everson ran a quarterback
draw up the middle. After
picking up first down
yardage, the Tennessee
native proceeded to break
several UCF tackles on his
way to the endzone.

My biggest problem is trying_to figure out why we think that when all is
lost we should start acting like Tummy
tough guy. Why do we commit five personal fouls in the fourth quarter when
we're down 28-0? Why does the Big
Stick Award go to a tuba player that
was ejected for hitting an Ohio player?
Call me disrespectful. Call me
Judas. Call ine whatever you like, but
just like the thousands and thousands
of fans that came before me - I am
exhausted. I can't keep acting like
nothing is wrong.
Injuries are one thing. Losses due to
academic problems are 8.n"ther.
However, a total malaise and apparent
lack of emotion are another. The fans
that participated in the Knight March
against Buffalo saw a UCF team that
hungtheir collective heads and walked
through the human tunnel like they
had just run a busload of nuns and
puppies off a cliff.
If no one is lighting a fire under this
team, then I'm going to throw the first
can of gMoline. I tried to do that three
weeks ago, but apparently I only took a
step backwards in my whole friendmaking process.
· I have only one message for this
UCF football team: You are UCF.
Whether or not many of the students
show any appreciation, you have a
duty. We stand behind you and wish for
nothing more than each player showing the God-given talent that our
coaches saw in you when they recruited you.
As far as the coaching, I can only
impress the feelings of a depressed fan
base. We're tired of false prophets. We
deserve sometbing more.
The worst part of all, though, is that
whatever fans think of the coaching or
the players, I still defend this team,
There's always some fat ass in his
bandwagon jersey of the week spouting hate towards UCF and I'm the first
to stand up and fire back. rm running
out of ammunition fast. Pretty soon I'm
going to forget howto say; "Next year is
our year."
If the football team doesn't want the
burden of carrying prestige, then I
know a team that deserves it.
Our volleyball team is carrying an
11-game winning streak into a home
matchup tomo1Tow against FSU. I am
calling out every single student and
fan. If you care so much for the winning
pride that is the UCF Golden Knights,
then I dare you to show up and prove it
at the UCF Arena tomorrow.
I will be sitting courtside as our
Knights take on the Seminoles in what
will be a true battle of heart and pride.
I hope you all will fight for the seats
around me.
Ashley Bums can be reached at

PLEASESEE

HAYNES ON B2

sports@UCFnews.com
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Slumping Seminoles have lost five of last six Knights shut out for
FROM

Bl

UCF returns to action tomorrow night
against F1orida State. Head ooach Meg
Cola.do is 0-3 all-time versus the Seminoles.
First serve is slated for 7 p.m. at the UCF
Arena.

Scouting Aorida State
FSU (9-9, 1-5) started the season where
last year's 21-13 squad left out winning
eight of its first 12 matches. But the
Seminoles have fallen on tough times losing five straight matches in Atlantic Coast
Conference play.
The most recent was a 3-0 decision at

A-Sun volleyball action

I

F1orida Atlantic (9-9,
3-0) knocked off Troy
State (8-8, 1-4) in four
games (30-28, 28-30,3024, 30-20) Saturday night
in the Trojan Arena.
Setter Jeana Boyle
collected 51 assists and
broke the FAU career
assist record. Boyle now
has 3,001 career assists.
Outside hitter Giovana
Milaneze completed her
first double-double of the
season with 16 kills and
14 digs.
Georgi.a State (20-4,
3-0) remained unbeaten

first time in 20 years

Maryland where middle blocker Cassie
McLaughlin led the Noles with 10 kills. The
freshman leads the team this season with
185kills.
Setter Jennifer Anderson led the ACC
in assists last season, and has already
totaled 500 assists in the 2003 (filllpaign.
Anderson is seoond in school history, only
behind Nancy Gaspadarek, with 4,515
assists.
F1orida State is 2-0 this season against
the Atlantic Sun Conference sweeping both
F1orida Atlantic and Jacksonville in three
games.
FSU head coach Todd Kress is 3-0 alltime versus UCE

in the A-Sun, defeating
Campbell (2-17, 1-2) in
four games (28-30, 30-15,
30-16, 30-19).
The Panthers were
without outside hitter
and freshman sensation
Ana Paula Ferreira.
Outside hitter Amanda
Sapp led GSU with 15
kills while Shelyblynn
McBride chipped in with
a double-double smacking down 12 kills and.16
digs.
With UCF, FAU, and
GSU only playing one
conference match this
'\\Teekend, Jacksonville

FROM

It might have been his first
game, but Everson looked like a
veteran. The freshman was
responsible for each score in the
game, and started the onslaught
with a 57-yard touchdown pass
to Brad Young. Everson made
his debut even more impressive
by showing off his speed and
scrambling ability on a 57-yard
touchdown run. He chalked up
two goal line touchdowns as
well.
Everson picked on the UCF
defense with his option plays the
whole game, totaling 130 yards
on 21 carries. He was also a perfect 4-4 passing, finishing with
118yards.
Fbr the eighth straight game,
the Knights failed to intercept
any passes. They did, however,

(9-10, 4-0) jumped ahead
in the standings by half a
game. The Dolphins shut
out
Belmont
and
Lipscomb this weekend.
While outside hitter
Radka Dimitrova earned
A-Sun Player of the
Week honors last week,
it was fellow Bulgarian
Eva
Stoilova
who
stepped up this weekend
totaling 27 kills and 22
digs in the two matches.
JU has won eight
straight matches, and
next weekend hosts
Troy State in Swisher
Gym.

BRITT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTlJRE

UCF head roach Meg Colado is 0-3 in her career against Florida State.

Haynes held to minus eight yards in Saturday's loss
FROM

one-yard plunge up the middle,
giving the Bobcats a 28-0 advan-

Bl

Ohio closed the first quarter
with a 21-0 lead, and had racked
up 173 yards with seven first
downs. UCF on the other hand
had just 29 yards, all coming on a
screen pass to I'll1liling back Alex
Haynes towards the end of the
quarter.
'We were able to stop the
run," Ohio linebacker Dennis
Chukwuemeka said. "That made
them one-dimensional."
After a scoreless second quarter, the Bobcats scored again at
the 7:17 mark in the third. It was
Everson scoring his third rushing touchdown of the day with a

many overthrown balls."
Prater was the lone bright
spot for the Golden Knights,
booting three punts inside the
Ohio 20 yard line. The soph~
more averaged 57.6 yards a kick
on seven attempts including a 74yard boot in the second quarter.
''.A punter doesn't even put
points on the board," Prater said.
"It says a lot on how we played
today."
The wheels ca.me off in the
fourth quarter when UCF was
called for five personal fouls.
'We knew from last year's
game that they are not the cleanest players," Chukwuemeka
said. 'We just kept our head on

tage.
"Our quarterback is a winner,
that is why we recruited him. He
doesn't do anything flashy,"
Knorr said. "He just goes out
there and makes plays."
UCF's best scoring chance
ca.me late in the third quarter,
but the Golden Knight drive
stalled at the Ohio 32 when quarterback Jon Rivera was sacked
by free safety Andre Bradford on
fourth and twelve.
"We tried to protect him
(Rivera)," Kruczek said. "He just
didn't see his hot routes when
the blitzes ca.me, and we had too

Bl

straight and stayed focused.."
"We still have to play the
game the way it's supposed to be
played." Kruczek said. "You don't
hit people late."
UCF continues MAC play next
weekend traveling back to the
Buckeye State to take on Akron
(4-3, 2-2) while Ohio travels to
take on Kentucky from the SEC.
"Akron is a better team than
Ohio," Prater said. 'We just have
to regroup."
"Our objective is to be 3-4 at
the end of next week," Kruczek
said. "Hopefully we can get back
on track."
Kick-off is slated for 6 p.m. at
the Rubber Bowl.

force and recover one fumble
against Ohio.
Once again, the lone bright
spot in the game was punter
Matt Prater. Prater broke his
own school record with a 74yard punt early in the game.
Prater set the school record in
the season opener against
Vrrginia Tech when he booted a
71-yarder.
Injured senior quarterback
Ryan Schneider, the team's
leader and offensive catalyst,
was downgraded from questionable to out before the matchup
with Ohio and did not travel with
the team.
Schneider's game status
remains· unclear, according to
Kruczek. UCF returns to Ohio
this weekend, as they take on
the Akron Zips in another MAC
East rivalry.

•
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FROM THE SPORTS DESK

Women's soccer snaps GSU streak

Cook and Dillman do it again ·

UCF moved into a tie for first
in the Atlantic Sun Conference
standings this past Friday with
a 1-0 victory over Georgia State.
Both the Knights (10-4-0, 5-10) and the Panthers (11-3-0, 3-10) had a quiet offensive day,
resulting in a 12-4 shot advantage for UCF. The Knights'
offense heated up in the second
half when junior JoAnna Black
soored the game's only goal.
UCF
goalkeeper
Julie
Snaman played the entire game
for the Knights, registering one
save on GSU's four shots.
With the victory, UCF evened
with Florida Atlantic in the ASun, while Georgia State drops
out of first and falls two games
behind UCF and FAU. Prior to
their loss, the Panthers had a
iiine-game winning streak

Seniors Danny Cook and
Sara Dillman led the men's and
women's cross country teams in
this weekend's Disney Classic in
Orlando.
Fbr the third time in four
events, Cook finished first for
the Knights in men's competition.. Cook's time of 25:58.93 was
good enough for 13th overall in
the event, and helped lead UCF
to a fourth place finish_ .
Junior Ben Mena finished
21st overall, less than 20 seconds behind Cook.
Dillman finished 19th in the
women's event with a time of
18:51.16. Dillman and sophomore Astrid Claessens led the
Knights to a 10th place finish at
the Classic.
- STAFF AND WIRE REPORTS
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UCF Athletics.mRIGHT HERE. RIGHT NOW.

The theme of this weekend's
major oollege football matchups
were advertised as Separation
Saturday. It also ·held true in the
Mid-American Conference, 'Where
the contenders are distancing
themselves from the pretenders.
Northern Illinois scored a 28point blitz in the third quarter to
.retain its No. 16 ranking while
'Ibledo, Marshall and Miami (OH)
cruised to victories of their own.

,% SCOREBOARD
33

Central Florida
Ohio

0

49

28

Bowling Green
Western Michigan

32
21

N. Illinois (18)
Central Michigan

40
24

Buffalo
Miami(OH)

3

Cal Poly

14

Eastern Michigan
Toledo

49

If there is one thing that has
remained constant in the MAC
this year is Northern Illinois' ability to find a different player to
step up every weekend.
Michael Turner stepped up his
play on Saturday, amassing a
s~n-high 199 rushing yards
and a pair of second-half touchdowns as Northern Illinois over(fillle a dismal first half, rallying
for a 40-24 victory over Central
Michigan.
The 16thrankedHuskies (6-0,
2-0) trailed 17-3 at halftime before
Turner, who had touchdown runs
of 46 and. 2 yards in the third
quarter, led the comeback.
P.J. F1eck, who was named
MAC West Offensive Player of the
Week after a career performance
against Ohio, had six receptions
for 93 yards. Steve Azar converted three field goals in the final
quarter.

Marshall 49, Kent State 33

Miami (OH) 59, Buffalo 3

It looks like Marshall used its
bye week productively, crossing

The Buffalo Bulls will have to
wait one more week to eliminate

45

their 17-game losing streak, as
they were manhandled by the
Miami of Ohio Redhawks.
Ben Roethlisberger continued
his stellar play, oompleting 18 of
24 passes for 234 yards and four
touchdowns, including a 30-yard
touchdown pass on the games
first possession.
Ryne Robinson had punt
returns of 86 and 76 yards for
touchdowns for the Redhawks (51, 2-0). Miami also held Buffalo to
244 total yards.
Dave Dawson rushed for a
game-high 104 yards on 13 carries for the Bulls (0-7, 0-3).

Toledo 49, Eastern Michigan 14
Bruce Gradkowski completed
23 of 30 passes for 289 yards,
including touchdown passes of
19, 12 and eight yards as 'Ibledo
recorded a 49-14 rout of Eastern
Michigan.
Lance Moore compiled 117
yards on 10 receptions to lead the
Rockets (4-2, 2-0), who outgained
E. Michigan 4 79-247 in total
yardage.
Anthony Sherrell tallied a

SPORTS
corner

Heavy Baiz wins Mid Knight Bowl

imsports-uc::f-edu

JULIE REEVES
Contributing Writer

Who are these guys?

COUKTESY INTRAMURAL SPORlS

lntramurals supervisor Camille Jackson (left)
talks with professional NCAA officials Tommy
Perop (center) and Eric Lewis last week.

Assistant
Sam
Mayhew
arrJnged for the officials to volto work intramural

unteer

Riki Hosaka, Curtis Storm,
John Hancock, and Brian
Kinlaw, members of Heavy Balz
bowled a combined 3-game score
of 2,120 last Wednesday night at
Boardwalk Bowl. The closest
team to beating them was King
Pins with a score of 1,799.
Stm111 was also awarded the
championship for the highest
individual male score, a 246 in
his second game. Kim Freed of
the 11th place Spare Balls
bowled the highest individual
female Sfl<>re, a 197 during her
second g.llne.

TUesday, October 14th - 7 p.m.

Bowling Green 32, W. Michigan 21
Since suffering its only defeat
of the season to defending
Natiqnal Champions Ohio State,
Bowling Green has been on a

tear.

games to provide a great learning experience for the IM officials in attendance.
Roe, Porep, and Lewis all help
instruct on a regular basis in
the Tuesday night UCF basketball officiating class.

illMJ

Officials Eli Roe, Tommy
Porep, and Eric Lewis worked
two Intramural Basketball
games last Tuesday night,
including the SAE-PKF game in
Fraternity Gold action.
. Roe, Porep, and Lewis are
professional officials who work
grunes in the WNBA, NBDL, and
NCAA DMsion I Leagues.
Intramural Basketball Graduate

Akron

14

key contributors off the injured
list.
Stan Hill's season-opening
injury that kept him out a couple
games is no longer a factor as he
out-dueled Kent State's Josh
Cribbs in a 49-33 victory. Hill
threw for 392 yards and five
touchdowns, one shy of the
school record held by Chad
Pennington and Byron Leftwich.
Not to be outdone, Cribbs registered a 29-yard touchdown
reception, a 10-yard touchdown
run and three touchdowns passes
for the Golden F1ashes (3-4, 2-2).
Darius Watts, who falls victim
to double coverage on a regular
basis, caught eight balls for 123
yards and a 49-yard touchdown
while Josh Davis added three
touchdown receptions to lead the
Thundering Herd (3-3, 1-1). The
Herd also received a 173-yard
rushing performance by Earl
Charles, who replaced injured
Butchie Wallace.

N. Illinois 40, Central Michigan 24

3).

Kent State
Marshall

59

SUPPORT YOUR
KNIGHTS!
ww w. ucfat hreties.com

game-high 123 yards on 23 carries for Eastern Michigan (1-6, 0-

Josh Harris accounted for
four touchdowns as Western
Michigan
became
Bowling
Green's latest victim in a 32-21
defeat.
Harris had touchdown runs of
five and one yards and threw
touchdown passes of 24 and one
yards to Cole Magner, who compiled 140 yards on 11 receptions,
to lead the Falcons (5-1, 2-2).
Chad Munson threw for 330
yards and Kendrick Mosley
caughteightballsfor141yards
for the Broncos (3-3).

Women's Volleyball v. Florida
State at .the UCF .Arena. Come out
and cheer on the Golden Knights
as they take on the Seminoles for
their 12th straight win!
I

j,

FREE admission
with your
St.-dent Id!

\

•

Akron 45, Cal Poly 14

•

Charlie Frye, who led the MAC
in passing coming into the game,
threw for 195 yards and four
touchdowns in leading Akron to a
4l)-14 victory over Division I-AA
Cal Poly.
Jerrell Ringer carried the ball
29 times for 167 yards and a
touchdown while Matt Cherry,
who returned a punt 76 yards to
pay dirt in the third quarter,
caught four passes, including a
20-yard touchdown for Akron (43, 2-2).

•

- FRITZ WRISTON

New badminton champs
Congratulations to Marco
Affolter and Xiaobin Shen for
winning the Fall Badminton
Singles Championships. The
men's winner, Marco Affolter,
defeated
Chama pol
Lertsirisumpun to take the double elimination bracket.
The women's winner, Xiaobin
Shen, knocked off Bonnie Ebner
to win the crown. Congrats to
the participants.

an·

IM Sports Corner
presented by
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RISTORANTE & PIZZERIA
407-2824000 •Across from UCF
Open 1 lam4am
(l lam-2~un-Wed)

FREE DElivERY!
'f

•
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At least

Senior Staff Writer

Find out what's worth your

fifteen years
ofJAMZ in
· arow

time when you're out of class.
Dmi't stay lwme - GET OUT!

Monday Oct 13
There's no Friday the 13th during
this, the scariest month of the year.
But there is a Monday the 13th and
The Social is hosting Arizona rock
band, The Bled. The band recently
released their new album "Pass the
Flask" and it seems
that they are now
passing it on to the
Orlando crowd.
Give Up the
Ghost, Fairweather,
Masurati and The
Daughters will also
be rocking out at
The Social. The
shows start at 5
p.m. and tickets
are $10. Stick
around for the 9:30 p.m. after-party
which will run you an extra $6. 407246-1599.
.

DANADELAPI
Senior StaffWriter

Turning 15 years ~ld is a big
deal forinost people; there's usually a party with a few good
friends and a little entertainment.
But when a radio station like
102 Jamz turns 15, it's cause for
a hip-hop celebration that
Orlando will never forget.
.
An estimated 5,000 fans and
friends
got
together at the
TD Waterhouse
Centre on Oct. 10
to sing "Happy
Birthday," and
sing along
with some
of
the
hottest

urban
acts.
The

evening featured performances from the.people still straggling in.
by Jackie 0, Frankie J, Ludacris, Unfortunately for the two openLil' Jon and the Eastside Boyz, ers, ii they weren't playing their
Ch.lngy, Elephant Man and Wyclef biggest hits, they weren't getting
Jean.
· much response from the crowd.
The impec~ble line-up of new
But as soon as Lil' Jon a:n(l the
artists and long-time favorites set Eastside Boyz ,,stepped in, the
the stf,l.ge for a night of screaming crowd went crazy. The all-ages
fans and hip-hop hits. Openers show quickly tUl"ned adult as the
Jackie 0 and Frankie J belted out hip-hoppers rapped their most
their hits, but couldn't quite get popular hits - along with their
the crowd going. The "Madame of most
popular
profanities.
Miami,'' Jackie· 0, brought her Cursing aside1 the crowd caine
southern style to Orlando, start- alive, dancing on chairs, raising
iii.g a dance contest on stage With their hands and singing along.
plenty of bootylicious girls
Just when it seemed the
"shak.in' what their mommas
gave 'em." But after singing
PLEASE SEE BIRTHDAY ON 84
'J"uicy Juicy," she had nothing
left.
·
Frankie J took the stage
next, askiJ;l.g, "Where all
my apple-bottom queens
at?" He crooned a few
slowjams and showed off
his ~azing voice,
which got a few
cheers

TuesdayOct.14
See Dorothy, 'Ibto, the Scarecrow,
and the Tinman the way they were
meant to be seen: on the. big screen.
The Enzian Theater in Maitland has
the digitally restored "Sing-A-Long
Wizard of Oz," an interactive theatrical experience that takes viewers to
the Emerald City and back to Kansas
again.
Each audience member will get a
free· "Perform-A-Long Fun Pack"
which includes a kazoo, mystical bulr
bles, a noisemaker and a magic wand
to enhance their "m~cal powers" in
the Land of OZ.
Shows are nightly at 7 p.m.
through Oct. 16. Get your tickets early,
befone the most beloved motion picture of all time sells out. Tickets are on
sale now by calling (407) 629-1088,
ext. 231. Tickets are $20 for adults,
$15 for students and seniors, and $10
for children. VISit the Enzian Theater
online at www.enzian.org.

Wednesday Oct.15
It's the third Wednesday of the
month and the UCF Robinson
Observatory has a public viewing.
From 7 p.m. until 10 p.m., guests can
peer up into the night sky and see the
stars in this galaxy and beyond. The
observatory has public viewings the
first and third Wednesday of each
month, weather permitting. The
observatory is located on campus.
Please call 407-823-2805 Jor information on weather and other upcoming
events.

Thursday Oct 16
Do you want some reassurance
that being a UCF student will pay off
someday? 'Ibnight at 6 p.m., UCF
graduate Jim Kuehne opens an art
exhibit at The Mark Cocktail Lounge
downtown. As part of Orlando's Third
Thursdays event, Kuehne spotlights
his exhibit "A Layered Look,
Experiment"s in Levels of Acrylic on
Acrylic."
The show lasts until 9 p.m. and
Kuehne will be there talking about bis
special techniques and inspiration for
each piece. Show some support for a
UCF
alumnus
and
check
out his unique art. 407-872-0844.

Attention UCF shoppers: ·collegeMart
·Web site made by
college students,
for college students
ADAM WOOD
Staff Writer

In a world of online marketplaces and
dot-com sensations like e-Bay and Amazon,
two enterprising UCF students have created a similar Web site intended for people in
the Orlando area. ·CollegeMart.net is a site
where college students can find things they
need at a reasonable price.
Or at least that's what Andre
Piedrahita, 30, and his girlfriend Cristi.Ila
Perez, 22, set out to accomplish when the
site was launched on Aug. 25. .
The Electrical Engineer majors use
CollegeMart.net to provide students with a
free service where they can buy and sell
items that range from electronics to text-

books to used cars. ''We know, by experience, about the outrageous prices that are
being charged at the bookstore," said
Piedrahita. "Tu make matters worse, the
[UCF] Bookstore buys them back at ridiculously low prices."
Signing up with the site is free and relatively easy. In a few minutes it's possible to
be registered, create a personal profile and
post an item for sale. Users also have
access to a message board that allows
interaction between CollegeMart members. ,
Once a user finds an item they are interested in, they can S\':lnd a message to the
person selling that item. There are approximately 70 items currently posted on the
site, including ads for roommates, textbooks, social events, bicycles and even
employment opportunities.
Piedrahita emphasized that the Web
site is not exclusively textbook oriented,
but rather an "informative ... site with the
purpose of serving and facilitating stuPLEASE SEE

NEW ON B4

AMBERPLANKI m nRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF engineering majors Andre Piedrahita and Cristina Perez are the founders of the CollegeMart.net
Web site, which they say has received over 20,000 hits since it was first introduced on Aug. 25.

Coming this December: theater that shows films, not movies
Second independent
film theater expected
TRINA PRIORE
StaffWriter

ANGELA KATSARELIS I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Halloween Horror Nights update
The $5 charge for InfestStation has
been lifted! Now, all the psychos willing to let creepy crawlers slither, slide
and crawl around their faces may do
so for .f ree. There are several locations
throughout the park where visitors
can partake in this slimy experience.
The event continues through
November. 877-284-GORY
Dana Delapi caQ,be reached at
Dana@UCR. ws.com

Many students anxiously await the
arrival of certain flicks on the big
screen, only to find out their favorite
actors have either been replaced with
no-talent stunt doubles or the preview
only showed the only parts worth viewing in the first place. This all-too-common occurrence can only be the work of
an over-rated, over-hyped Hollywood
movie.
So where does a moviegoer find solace when the budget is the only outstanding thing about the latest group of
releases?
Some students enjoy a safe alterna~~ to movie night - independent
· ·. Because they're not mainstream,

patrons don't have to experience severe
disappointment when the "best action
movie of the year" turns out to be the 90
minutes of continuous explosions and
car chases without any dialogue or plot.
In the past, many independent films
have not made it to Orlando because
The Enzian in Maitland was the only
place to house them. Now, plans are in
place to create the Downtown Media
Arts Center (D-MAC), which will showcase independent films and serve as a
UCF and community outreach project
in the fields of digital.technology, media ·
literacy and education.
D-MAC will be located in the historic
Rogers Building. As the centerpiece of
this venture, the theater will reside in
the former home of Mad Cow theater at
Pine Street and Magnolia Avenue and it
will seat 100 people. This area will
include digital-editing studios, classrooms and a first-floor lounge featuring
ocumentaries, shorts and animation
ograms in an art-gallery format.

----------

"[The Downtown
Media Arts Center]
sounds to me like
water in a desert.
Resources like editing
equipment, computers
and maybe even
cameras, ..• anyone
intere~ted in this field
would take action
toward this."
-

Nathan Quinter, a 20-year-old film
pending·' theater major, helped -create a
30-minute movie called ''A Twin's
Love." "Tu be shown in the facility
would help me personally a great deal,"
he said.
UCF and tlie City of Orlando
Community Redevelopment Agency
funded D-MAC for a total of almost
$200,000. UCF's School of Film and
Digital Media faculty will program ,and
manage the center's activities.
Students will have the chance to
apply for internships and independent
studies at the center. They may also
receive discounts on the general workshops and lectures offered.
"D-MAC sounds to me like water in a
desert. Resoilrces like editing equipment, computers and maybe even cameras, . . . anyone interested in this field
would take action toward this," said
Quinter.

NATHAN QUINTER
PLEASE SEE
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WEB LESS TRAVELED

Got crumbs in your 'stache?
.'

,

four sites which are testaments
to man's natural inclination to
be the best in the world - even
if it's being the best in the world
at pumpkin hurling.

http://www.punkinchunkin.com
BRANDON HARDIN
Staff Writer

.Little do you know, but there
iS fierce competition in the
Future for columns. I had to
defeat my wily Lifestyles editor
Mike Riegel in a round of
fisticuffs for the weekly Web
Less Traveled feature. Yes, 40'
. monkeys banging away on 40
typewriters could event~ally
produce better columns than
this, but thankfully the Future
doesn't have the space or
resources to· support all of that
monkey-ing around.
So, the spirit of competition
. is alive and well, especially on
the Internet. Today, I present

After Halloween, there tend
to be a lot of pumpkins just lying
about, serving no purpose whatsoever. So why not see how far
you can launch them? That's
exactly what those who participate in "punkin chunkin" think.
Don't let the name fool you this isn't just lightly tossing
pumpkins into the air. This is
turning them into lethal vegetables of doom, capable of laying
siege to small towns across
America. Should you be lacking
in medieval weaponry, you
could always build an effective
·air cannon, like the cannon
affectionately named Second
Amendment. It has a barrel 120feet long and weighs over 18,000
pounds. It launched a pumpkin
3,881 feet to win the 2002 com-

petition.
This year's competition goes
from October 31 to November 2,
in Millsboro, Del.

ders for only $25, or you can witness it all for only $10. The
drama! The excitement! The
moustache wax!

http://www.worldbeard
championships.com

http://www.pastry
championships.com

Everyone has a personal
hero. Mine is Alois Plettl from
Salzweg, Germany. He came in
third place in the "full beard,
natural," category in the World
. Beard Championships back in
2001, but I hear he's been training hard and growing his beard
as fast as he can. I think this
year he's ready to finally capture that elusive first-place title.
On Nov. 1, 2003, a bunch of
very hairy men will descend upon
Carson City, Nev., and compete in
17 categuries to see who has the
best beard. Who will win in the Fu
Manchu-style category? Can Willi
Chevaliel'. manage to defend his
reign as the world champion of
partial beard, freestyle? If you
can make it Carson City, you can
compete with these bearded won-

Board Certified Gynecology
Preventive/Wellness Care • Family Planning • Teen Issues
Depo • PMS/Menopause Counseling • Menstrual' Disorders
Abnormal Pap Treatments • In/Out Patient GYN Surgery
"

Appointments: 407-539-2099 • Se Habla Espanol
1925 Mizell Ave., Ste 100 •Winter Park, FL 32792

_

Ah, the good old Jnniskillin
Icewine National Pastry Team
Championship. I'm all for fattening foods, but I can't figure out
how to eat some of them. Like the
''bocquier· with sugar." Looking
like some kind of female cat's
head with twisted horns protruding everywhere, the pastry is sure
to gouge out the eyes of anyone
who dares to gorge upon its
sweet, sweet center. The next goround for this competition is i,n
2004.

http://www.ifoce.com
This site is for the fat and the
furious. Don't say I didn't warn
you.
Brandon Hardin can be reached at
Brandon@UCFnews.com

Birthday Bash draws over 5,000 fans
FROM B3

crowd couldn't get any louder,
Ludacris came out, and not a
soul.was quiet. Everyone on
the floor stood up and sang
hits such as "You's a Hoe,"
"Roll Out" and "What's Your
Fantasy?"
After plugging his new
album, Chicken & Beer,
Ludacris brought out Chingy.
If there is one thing to be said
about Chingy, it's that the
ladies love him. Deafening
screams enveloped the stadium when he took the stage.
Chingy and his boys worked
the stage, blasting the bass
and keeping the crowd ",aight
Thurr" in the palm of his
hand.
In between sets, DJs
Prostyle and Nasty kept the
crowd jamming by spinning
top-ten hits and old-school
favorites. The surprising noshow of rapper Obie Trice left
fans a little disappointed, but
in the end it was Wyclef who
stole the show, urging the
crowd to rush the stage while
he churned out an amazing
rush of freestyle magic.
After revving the crowd
'with his lyrics, Wyclef played
smooth guitar riffs to three
girls who were picked from
the crowd. The artist got the
whole auditorium screaming
when he played the guitar
with his tongue for the lucky
ladies.
Elephant Man eventually

,,

• Furnished Kit~hens including stove
!Qp, full Slle microwave,
refrigerator, and coffee maker

B ETT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

joined the master of reggae,
and the artists cranked out
the beat to the excitement of
everyone
listening.
Throughout the entire finale,
Wyclef kept the crowd
pumped and on their feet.
Despite the falling confetti
and prompts from stage managers to get off the stage,
Wyclef kept rocking and
brought Lil' Jon and the
Eastside' Boyz back out for a
remix of "Get Low."
"Only 102 Jamz could put
on a show like this," said junior Kelly Buchahan. "The
biggest names .... I knew I had
to be there." Not a sing1e fan
in the crowd could argue with
. that logic.

The DJ for
Ludacris, above,
on his turntables
getting the
crowd ready for
performances by
Ludacris and
Chingy.
Attheendof
their sets in
addition to
Elephant Man's
set,Wydef
brought out
dancers to keep
theiconcert
crowd in action
while stage
managers were
trying to end the
energy packed
all-star concert,
which was
already over four
hours long.

CRESTWOOD
SUITES
--.....--,
...- .~

H

0

T

dents in different aspects." The
latest aspect added to the site is
a list of employment classifieds
where businesses can post
internships or jobs available to
students.
No one is discouraged from
using the site to sell items. In
fact, users from all _over Florida
are encouraged to post on the
site, but the creators insist that it
exists mainly to benefit college
students.
Although any registered user
can put an item on CollegeMart,

there are some restrictions on
what can be sold. ·The site prohibits the sale of illegal or
derogatory items. Essentiany,
Piedrahita and Perez would like
to keep the sale items related to
student needs.
'Th help draw attention to the.
site, Piedrahita and Perez have
made a habit of going to local
night spots and taking pictures
of people. "We use the gallery as
a way to attract students to the
site," Piedrahita says. The creators have set up this page in
order to encourage students to
get online and take a look at

what they have to offer, along
with getting a peek at their picture.
It's a unique method of promotion, but the duo was forced
to get creative when UCF
Business Services labeled
CollegeMart.net as a vendor and
prohibited them from posting flyers on campus.
Since
its
inception,
CollegeMart has fielded more
than 20,500 hits and 1,500 in the
month of. September alone.
There are 69 registered users
and over 130 postings. Despite
the rapid growth of this free

service, the creators still have no
plans to start charging.
Instead, Piedrahita seeks
sponsorships from local businesses in order to help provide
"discounts to stud~nts through
the web site." So far the idea is
working. Various businesses
have
responded
and
CollegeMart may soon offer discounts at area stores.
Piedhahita and Perez hope
that the site· continues its brisk
growth and UCF students keep
responding to their efforts. As
Piedrahita said, it's "created for
students, by students."

UCF helps give cultural shot-in-the-arm to film community
'

FROM B3

Future use of the editing
facilities will be by application
and users must demonstrate
knowledge of the equipment or
take a training class beforehand. Film students who have
learned such skills from classes
or internships will have an
advantage in accessing the editing equipment, but the public
may apply also.
Some film QI.ajors agree that
it can be difficult to frequently
use UCF equipment. "The DMAC will be a good option for
those who can't get to the
resources on campus on a consistent basis," said Jimmy
Thompson, an 18-year-old

.

freshman.
sonal benefits. Sabrina Johnson
D-MAC will serve as a meet- is one such student. A 19-yearing place for fans of film and dig- old, sophomore, Johnson said,
ital media, a vital cultural ''.As a film enthusiast, I feel that
tourism destination and a such a center will serve as an
unique production industry cat- excellent opportunity for those
alyst, according to Lisa Cook, interested in film."
the .center's executive director.
"The D-MAC is filling a defi"Professionals can ming1e with nite void for the creative compeers and audiences in a setting munity in the Orlando ru·ea,"
comfortable and charged with Johnson added. " The chance
creativity," Cook said. "It will for UCF students to mingle and
provide a home base for UCF actually associate with profes- .
students in the film and digital sionals in an easy-going,
disciplines and creat<;l the relaxed setting is amazing."
opportunity for students to
D-MAC expects to open in
work with professionals in December 2003. The center will
those fields."
be the only movie theater downSome film students are town and only the second in
already aware of the center's Central Florida devoted solely
opefling and recognize its per- to indep~dent films. "We wrn

f/

enhance the current programming available in Orlando by
showing films that are not available to the existing larger venues," Cook said.
The possibilities of D-MAC
do not only apply to film majors.
Sophomore Jimmy Atkins anxiously awaits the center's
arrival, especially since it is
closely tied to UCF. The 19-yearold radio/television major s~d,
"The center seems like a great
opportunity for anyone who is
interested in creative visual
arts."
Atkins added, "My friends
and I were thinking about making our own movie--'-having
access to this center would be a
go0d way to get s~rted."

L

• Premium coble TV with HBO or
Showtime
• On-site security or management
• Kids under l 8slay free
• free local phone caUs &voice mo~

Affordable Spacious
Suites With the
Comfort~ of Home•••

• Access to {ilness center
(some locolions)
• On-site laundry facility
• Interior corridor - Key card access
• Reclining love seals

• Doily rates available

1-877-EXTENDED
(1-877-398-3633)
www.crestwoodsuites.com

New Web site caters to UCF, Orlando area
FROM B3

E

• High Speed Internet Access
(wme locations)

• Weekly housekeeping
• Pets Welcome.

"SIZE MATTERS"
Ask about our Big TEN Eating Challenge!

Dr. K's Karaoke
(89.9 WUCF Radio Petsonality)

1So/o OFF
w/student ID

ALL DAY
EVERYDAY!
FREE DELIVERY
Saturday Nights

7:30pm.-10:30pm

~·~---

HOURS: Mon-Thurs 11am·- Midnight· Fri 11am - 2am ·Sat Noon - 2am

12219UniversityBlvd. I
Orlando, FL 32817

407-207-QBEE

RANDY'S PARTY .STORE
5 5;;;; 4831 E. COLONIAL DR. ~5;;;
NEXT TO SOUND ADVICE-

407·894·2424
9:30am-8pm

SAT
9:30am-6pm

SUN

@,

tll\t>~ 111\LL<>Wut-1

~

Check Out Orlando's Best
Selection of Costumes & Accessories

BRING THIS AD FOR
10°/o OFF COSTUMES

~

'

New UCF shuttles hit the road

How will
you score?
'

BRETT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The first four of 17 identical shuttles hitthe road last Thursday. These custom-built buses will phase out all of the Coach USA labeled
buses by Thanksgiving. The new buses hold up to 30 seated students, are wheelchair accessible and have front racks for two bicycles. The
free shuttle system operates Monday - Friday from 7 a.m. - 10·p.m.and keeps 4,SOO cars off campus every day, says Parking Services.

Ask

uted to kissing. The incubation
period is 20-50 days. In young
adults, 00 peroont to 90 peroont

·a doc
WILLIAN OAKLEY, MD
UCF Health Services

I've hea:rd ofmonJJ, lYUt what

is it and hnw do I avoid ii?

a virus and will not respond to
antibiotics. Aspirin and aspirin
products should be avoided
because of the association
between mono and Reye's syndrome. Likewise, patients with
mono should avoid taking penicillin due to the potential of developing a skin rash. Convalescence
may take several weeks to fully

are antibody positive, indicating
that they have either had the virus
or have been exposed to it for a signillcant enough period of time for
the body to mount an antibody
response.
The incidence is about
5,000/100,000 in susceptible col- recx>ver.
In the rerent Danish study,
legB students. There is an equal
incidence between males and there were over 63;000 young
females. Signs and symptoms adults suspected of having mono.
include:
malaise,
fatigue, The researchers found that those
headache, fever, adenopathy, ton- who gut mono had a higher-than
sillitis,
splenomegaly, averagB chance of gBtting
hepatomegaly (liver enlargement), Hodgkin's lymphoma, and this
petei'.lhiae (rash usually found on risk lasted for two decades. There
the roof of the mouth or palate), was no increased risk for those
gBneralized body rash, and perior- who did not have mono.
bital swelling.
They also found that about .1
perrent of young adults with mono
~ factors include being a
collegB or high student and kiSsing will gBt the cancer. This study,
others. Approximately 70 peroont which appeared in the New
to 90 peroont of patients will shed EngtandJournal of Medicine,went
the virus 2-6 months after their ini- on to reiterate that this new assotial infection, making this virus ciation should not be a reason for
highly contagious in close popula- panic. This doesn't changB the
practice or treatment polices in
tions.
Treatment includes: bed rest, regards to mono. It enhances
increased hydration, gargles and knowledgB and raises the possibilthroat loz.enges, good hand wash- ity of preventing Hodgkin's ih
ing and personal hygiene such as those who have had mono.
covering your mouth when you
Therefore, ifyou are experien~
cough and not sharing food or ing any of the mono-like symptoms
drfuks. Most importantly, patients or have been recently exposed to
should avoid contact sports, heavy someone with mono, don't hesitate
lifting and strenuol,18 athletics to to gBt it checked out by your priavoid possible splenic or hepatic mary care provider.

Mononucleosis, or mono, has'
been higbligbted in the media due
to a recent ' Danish medical
research that suggested young
adults who gBt mono have a much
greater risk of developing a rare
type of cancer - Hodgkin's lymphoma.
Mononucleosis is a viral illness
caused by the Epstein-Ba.IT virus
(EBV) of the herpes family. It causes 90 pei'rent of the mono-like syndromes. The mono syndrome is
characterized by fatigue, fever,
splenomegaly (enlargehient of the
spleen), adenopathy (enlargement
of lymph nodes or gtands), and
pharyngitis (sore throat).
rupture.
· Transmission is usually by the
There are no medications that
foo:il--oral route and is often attrib- will eradi,cate mononucleosis. It is

.

Take a FREE practice test and find out!·
Take a 3-hour practice test and find out how ready you are for the real thing.
Receive individual feedback on your test-taking strengths and weaknesses
and learn strategies that will help you ace the real test.

Date: Saturday, November 1, 2003
Time: 1O:OOam

Location: UCF, Student Union, Key West Ballroom, Rm 218

KAPLAN"
1

E-niail your questions to
askadoc@mail.ucf.edu

1-800-KAP-TEST
kaptest~com
·T~t names

are registered trademacks o1 their respective: ownttr$.

STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION

KAPLAN SCHOLARSHIP

''

•

Estimated Award $1100
J)l~ill)l..INI~ l~C)ll l~N'l1 llY f)C;'J1 C)lll~ll

17,

2()()!J

Courses Available for All Classes

GRE GMAT LSAT MCAT
,~~

.

.

Applications Available Online at
.
www.sga.ucf.edu

" ' F u n d e d by the Activity and Service Fee through the Student Government Association
~,
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CLASSIFICATIONS
100 Help Wanted: General
125 Help Wanted: Sales/Malketing
1SO HelpWanted:Part-Time
175 HelpWanted:Full-Time
200 For Rent Homes
225 For Rent Apartments
2SO Roommates
275 Sublease
300 For Sale: General
325 ForSale:Automotive ·
350 ForSale:Homes

OFFICE TELEPHONE HOURS

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINE

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

By Phone: (407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 447-4556
By E-mail: classifieds@UCFnews.com
In Person: University Court, Suite 115

5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. Issue
5 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. Issue

400 Services

4SO Retail
soo Events: Campus
525 Events: Greek life
5SO Events: Off-Campus
600 Travel

OFFICE MAILING ADDRESS
3361 Rouse Road., #115
Orlando, FL 32817

700 Worship
800 Miscellaneous

FEMALE MODELS WANTED:
18-25. Weight: 100-120 Height: 4'8" to
5'1 O". For lingerie photo & portfolio
demo's. Call 407-898-7900.
Ask about free photos!

Large church seeking Assistant Director
of Music. Primary resp. to oversee &
direct children's music + other
administrative duties. Send resume &
letter of interest to: Dir. of Music Ministry,
Donna Ryder or donnar@fumcwp.org.
125 N. Interlachen Ave.
Winter Park, FL. 32789 or
call 407-644-2906 for more information.

Servers Required - FT/PT for Tuscana
Restaurant at Avalon Park. Call
407-382-9620.

Cruise Line Now Hiring for UCF
area office Cruise /Reservation Sales
Position. Self starter, driven and
aggressive. Earn $$$ commission.
FT/PT web graphic designer. Email
travelresume@mail.com or
Fax 321- 784- 5658.
Get Paid for Your Opinions!
Earn $15 - $125 and more per survey!
www.paidonlirieopinions.com.
Servers Required - All shifts avail. for
Raptors at Avalon Park.
Call 407-380-3300.
$1 OO's to $1.000's paid weekly stuffing
envelopes. Rush self-addressed
stamped envelope to P.O. Box 622772,
Oviedo, FL 3?762.

Computer Whiz .
Wanted as partner for PDA project.
Will be working with Palm OS. Terms
negotiable. Call Kevin 407-264-0681.

MAINTENANCE HELPER
Basic facilities/equip. maintenance. If you
have basic elec. and plumbing skills, this
could be your job. M-F 8:00 - 4:30 w/
occasional OT. $1 O/hr w/ full benefits.
Avail. immediately. Call LightPath
Technologies 407-382-4003 or Fax: 407382-4007. Located in Research Park.
EOE/DFWP
Valet Parking - Positions starting at
$9 - $121hr are available for friendly,
outgoing, 111otivated people. FT/PT
AM/PM positions available at upscale
hotels in the Downtown Orlando and
Disney areas. Call 407-841-7275
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm or leave voicemail.

Childcare wanted for newborn. Seeking
experienced, responsible, reliable &
loving person to care for our daughter in
our Downtown home. Students in
Nursing/Education prog. pref. Candidate
-should have experience w/ young
babies. Needed 25-30 hrs/wk mornings
& early afternoons. If interested please
call Jennifer at 407-897-7060 or email
jrief@mindspring.com.
Dennis Uniforms is hiring top notch
friendly customer service orientated
employees. Approx. 28-32 hrs/wk.
Mpn. - Thurs. 11 - 6 and every other Sat.
10 - 2. Can be split between two people.
$7-8/hr. Fax resume 407-522-9890 or
call Rona or Kira at 407-292-0395 x 301 .

Administrative front desk assistant
needed in LBV apartment complex.
Good benefits & 401 K. Must be n/s,
bright, good w/ people. Educ. a plus. Fax
resume w/ pay request to 407-658-6103.

HOMES FOfl RENT
UCF area, 3 & 4 bedroom homes for
rent. $895 to $1295. Call
407-629-6330 or·www.ORLrent.com
to view our rentals. RE/MAX 200
Realty.
1 room avail. in 3/2 house behind
UCF. 10 min from UCF. M/F.
$475/mth. All util. incl. plus cable
modem. Call Lee 772-528-6347.
' East Orlando - Waterfront and New
Homes! 4/2, 2-car gar., LR, DR, FR, eatin kitchen, every upgrade and most
options. All appl. incll $1290-1390/mo.
Very Nice! 407-833-0063.
Colonial and Alafaya ar~a. 10 mins from
UCF. 3/2. W/D. Dishwasher incl. Tiied in
living area. New carpet in bedrooms.
High-speed internet ready. Yard.
_Garage. $1200/mo. 407-292-2067.
A FEW GOOD STUDENTS
needed for brand new 4/212
spacious Avalon home.
$1450/month +utilities.
Available Now
Call Howard (407) 292 1357

Housekeeper needed weekly I 8hrs. for
home 2 miles from campus. $10 I hr.
Any day of.the week is OK w/ us.
Fax your info to: 407-658-6103.
We will call you for interview.
Female Tutor Needed for History and
Spanish for 2hrs/wk and Math for
2hrs/wk. A+ student please respond
to thaisingha@aol.com or call
407-947-2420.
Phone Sales.
M - F 5:30 -10:30 p.m. (25 hrs.) Easily
make $6-11/hr plus bonuses. Very
relaxed environment. Call for interview or
leave msg. 407-677-4560.
Need extra cash?
$500 - $1500 PIT.
Free Information.
www.everything2gain.com

4/2 fully furnished with·a11 utilities. Great
ammenities. _$445/mo. Call 407-926-4850.
BABYSITTER WANTED!
Exp'd, good with kids. One wknd
nt/week(to start) Must have own·
car/transp. Alt. Springs area.
GOOD PAY! Call April 407-772-0100

1

Now .hiring home workers. Many honest
companies need you now. For
information send $4 and a selfaddressed stamped envelope to: Longo
· Financial
204 Center Church Rd.
McMurray, PA 15317

Are you interested in an exciting career?

Egg Donors Needed $3,000

•••••••••

UCF AREA APT FOR RENT.
212 apartment in Hunter's Reserve
Close to UCF. $800/mo. Details in
http://4756.rentclicks.com.

Are you a current college
Freshman or Sophomore?

••••••••••
Do you know what you want
to do after graduation?

\,J
•:•

U.S.AIR FORCE

R•O•T•C

Qualified Freshmen/Sophomore students enrolled in
Air Force ROTC can apply for available scholarships.

$250 a day potential
Bartending Training Provided.
1-800-293-3985 ext. 602

Incentives
include:
Meet mark.
AVON'S NEW Sales Opportunity
Products created for women ages 16-24
Order Online, Easy commission plan.
Call 407-654-9756 or go to
www.avonbeautyadvisor.com.
Imagine getting paid every time the
phone rings Or somebody logs onto the
internet. We're looking for motivated
people to launch our service.
407-366-2309 or 877-828-0146.

1 & 2 bedroom
Floor Plans
We Take Co-Signers!

LOOK

Roommate Wanted.

• Up to $15.,000 tuition per year
• $510 in textbooks reimbursement
•Monthly stipend ($250-$400)

• Special scholarship programs exist for Engineers and Nurses
• One year scholarships for qualified Seniors
and Graduate Students
For more information, call us at
407-823-1247 (UCF-1AIR)
or .visit us at our web site:
http://airforce.ucf.edu

- ~

$10/wk
$9/wk
$&'wk
$1/wk
$1/wk

STUDENI'

$6/wk
$5/wk
$4/wk
$1/wk
$1/wk

a 6x6 tile
betWM-ri Oct. 1..:.1s
Paint

and we dof.late $6. of
. otye f p·ur.cha~e to Making .
Strides Against Breast Cancer.
Donate yo~r artwork to becof!te part .o.f
a m.ural at tll.e local American Cancer Society.

·°(1

FREE RENT

2 rooms avail. in a large house close
to UCF. Incl. in ground pool, W/D,
full l;citchen. Male preferred,
$350/mnth. + split util.
Call 407-380-8772.

$ Make up to $2,500 weekly $

Make money at home on the Internet.
You set your own hours! Call Randy at
407-282-5299.
.

Re-Lease 'til May 5, 2004
4/2 apt. , fully furnished w/ all util. incl.,
W/D, ethernet, sec. sys., etc. Pegasus
Pointe.Avail. ASAP. $455/mo. or neg.
Call 321-508-3520 ·or 321-453-4920.

3 great rooms avajl. Jan., near UCF,
community pool, clubhouse, tennis, lake.
$500/mo., yearly lease.
Call Sherry I Todd @ 954-753-2247.

I

Minimum comp. for healthy N/S females
19-32, info is confedential.
Email: info @ openarmsconsultants.com.
website: www.openarmscohsultants.com
941-377-3978

Brand New 2bd/2.5ba in Watenord
Lakes $1200/mo., two story town house,
gated comm., garage, sec. sys., and
private bath in ea. room. Contact Kelly
@ 407-538-8227. Available ASAP!!

Awesome Brand New Home

Room for rent in 2bd/2ba apt. at Pegasus
Landing, fully furnished, all util. incl.,
ethernet, cable, 3 HBOs, W/D, etc. Call
407-362-2918. Avail. ASAP.

B_olding:
Large Headline:

$15/wk
$14/wk
$13/wk
$1/wk
$1/wk

Spacious fully furn. 1 BR !n Oviedo,
Queen w/ desk, book shelves,
dresser, walk-in closet. LR/kitchenette w/
. refrig; toaster oven, electric coffee pot,
MW, dining area, couch, recliner, &
2nd walk-in closet. Large bath with linen
closet. New carpet & hardwood. Rent
incl. water, trash, & electric. Prefer NS,
no pets, no children. $650/month + sec.
dep. & 6 mo. min. lease. Call Linda
407-366-?650. '

apartment

Valet parking attendants needed for the
Orlando/Winter Park area. Great pay.
Immediate openings available.
407-971-9131.

HEl.P WANI'ED

2 Issues (1 week):
8 Issues ( 4 weeks):
24 Issues (12 weeks):

Charges listed.above include an ad of up to five lines, 35
characters per line. $1/wk for each additional line. ·

(407) 447-4555 • dassifieds@UCFnews.com

999 Lost & Found •

Security person. FT & PT. LBV area. 1st
and 2nd = $9, $9.50 after 90 days, 3rd =
$10, $10.50 after 90 days. Benefits,
school & lie. cost reimburse. Fax
response to 407-658-6103.

Oct. 20, 6:30 p.m. UCF Arena.
Must be enrolled as a FT student at UCF
and wi.lling to sign health form waiver
before participating. For more info.
please call 407-823-5805.

PAYMENT METHODS
Cash, Check,
Mastercard, VISA, AMEX

900 Wanted

Bartenders wanted.
$300 a day potential. Looking for
exciting and outgoing people.
Training provid~. No exp. needed.
Call 1-800-965-6520 ext 107.

Men's Basketball Tryouts

Univ. Blvd. & Rouse behind Chik-Fil-A

AD RATES

In luxury, gated community • 1 mile
from UCF. $970/mo. 1st month
free. Peace and quiet for the
discerning collegiate.
(407) 366-7988.

Female roommate wanted. 3 bed/ 2 bath.
home in the Union Park area w1th a dog.
Completely furnished. $ 400/mo. incl.
everything. Call 407-737-3714.
ksmiller1993@yahoo.com.

2 F N/S rooms in U.House for
Spring/Summer 04'. $451 w/priv. bath
and $428. Incl. utll., cable, 3 HBO's, .arid
ethernet. Move-in after fall classes. '
Amanda 407-381-.5587 leave message.

2 Female Roommates wanted. 4/2
home in quiet neighborhood, 1 mile from
UOF entrance. Home fully furnished
except bedroom. $450/month includes
utilities, W/D, DSL, & phone.
No lease required 407-830-8775.

1 bed/1 bath in a 212 apt. in Arden Villas.
112 mile from UCF. Lux. apt w/ vaulted
ceilings & fireplace. Can have pets. Avail
now. No deposit needed. $450/mo.
386-795-1684.

2 M/F wanted for furnished BDRM in new
3-bdrm home on lake, gated comm, 6
mins from UCF, $4Js/mo incl. util, n/s,
no pets, sec sys, pool & tennis. Call
407-482-3202 or 239-461-5101 or
239-633-9400.
F Student Seeks F/M for 3/2 newer
house 10 min. from UCF. Close to
Waterford, free roadrunner, $365/mo. +
1/3 util. 3 mo. lease. Call 772-215-6871-.

1 bedroom/ 1 bath apt. at Jefferson Lofts.
Available ASAP. $900/mo. incl.
everything. W/D. Completely. furnished:
Covered parking spot.
Call 813-786-9252.
Furnished/unfurnished apartment for
rent. Large 2 bedroom. 1/2 block from ·
' Atlantic Ocean. $650/mo.
Util. incl. Private parking.
512 Phoer)ix Ave. Daytona Beach.
386-254-7566 or 813-842-2264.

Male Grad Student seeks M/F
for 4/2 house close to UCF.
Nice area, large lot, new flooring,
hot tub, W/D, lawn care, water (cap),
phone, cable, high-speed Internet,
and storage, $425/mo.
Call Brett: 321-230-0658.
Minutes from UCF. Madison Pk.
subdivision off of McCulough. Great
4/2.5 house. Lg. screen TV. Fam/Liv
room. Eat in kitchen. W/D. Roadrunner.
$425/mo. + util. Call 407-971-2428.
Alafaya Woods. 10 mins from UCF via
backroads. F wanted to share 3/2 w/ F
grad. & dog. Own bath, prem. cable,
high speed internet, grill, W/D, yard.
$400/mo. + 1/2 util. Call 407-421-2397.
Share a house with heated pool and
workout room. Adjacent to Blanchard
Park. $400/ mo. incl. everything.
Non-Smoker only. 321-228-4636.
Female roommates wanted to share cute
4/2 house, Living room/den, kitchen,
laundry room, security system.
$295/mo. +utilities. 407-319-3751.

1 roommate needed in nicely furnished 3
bedroom I 2 bath house. 2 miles from
UCF. Bedroom not furnished. $415 + util.
Must be clean. Call 407-489-3075.
Roommates needed for 4/3 house with
pool. $450-$500/mnth. Fully furri. Incl. all
util. Call Laura at 561-628-6940.
Female roommate wal'lted to share 4/3
close to UCF. N/S. No pets. $500/mo.
Utilities, Internet, & cable included.
Call Angie 407-366-4035 or
954-494-8659.
M/F roommate wanted. Nice, quiet
lakeside 211 apt in Heather Glen.>
350/mo. + util. WID, prem. cable, high
speed DSL, and unfurn.
Call 407-927-2111.

. 1 bed/1 bath in 3/3 2 story apt.
@ Jefferson Lofts. Brand New!
Cable w/ 8 HBOs. W/D, walk-in closet.
$200 dep. $586/f"lonth.
Call 561-252-5660 or 407-362-3032.
1b/1 b in 4b/4b in Village at Science Drive
Apartment for Sublease ASAP!
Furnished and indudes utilities.
October's rent is free!
Call 321-765-1369.
Room for Rent in 3/3 at Peg. Landing
$475/mo. Avail. Dec.-Jul. 31st.
Everything Included!! Move-in as early as
Dec. 11th, I will,pay Dec. rent! No movein fee! Call Sarah 407-362-2461.
M/F for a 1/1 in a 212 apt. at Pegasus
Pointe. All util. incl. Internet. Cable. Furn.
W/D. Alarm system. No move-in1fees.
$505/mo.nictta@hotmail.com.
407-926-4696.

BEDROOM SET
6 pieces, new in boxes, $450.
407-275-0612.
BED - Full size mattress set, new,
with warranty, $90. 407-275-0935.

Roommate needed. Renting out master
bedroom w/ own bath. $480/mo: incl.
W/D, water, electricity &' cable. N/S. Must
love pets! Needed ASAP. 407-694-1489
or suchadud3@hotmail.com.

Buy, sell, trade. Anything and
everything. Limited offer. Sell
anything for free'. Ads are placed for
full month. Save yourself some
money at XYZTrader.com.
It's free, it's easy.

UCF Area:
Home in a quiet neighborhood, 1 mile
from UCF. $425 includes utilities,
W/D, DSL. 407-366-9391 (H)
407-823,0214(W) 407-400-01 OO{B)

BED
Queen pillow-top set. New, in plastic.
Sacrifice $140. Can deliver.
'
407-383-0585.

,)

Northgate Lakes Apt. Room for Sublease.
3bd/3ba, all util. and amenities incl.,
ethernet, fully furn., free UCF shuttle,
and neg. rent. Call 215-630-6506.
Avail. ASAP!
Need a chtnge? Subl~ase your room in
the Central Florida·Future classifieds.
Call us to place your ad at 407-447-4555!

'86 Toyota Tercel SAS, Must sell! K &
N airfilter, A/C, 2 & 4 wheel dr.
Appraised at $1900. Need cast:i. No
serious offer refused. Come see! Call
407-362-4422 or 305-992-1377.
1996 Nissan Maxima GXE
$6,500, 87,000 mi. Enkei rims, Hi-Fi
audio system, tints, spoiler, plus more.
Call 407-625-0006.

Sales Reps Needed PT/FT
Great products/ services. Growing IT
company. Fax resume 407-671-3290 or
'email: resume@computerinstructors.net.

i.-)

Telemarketing - Inbound
Big daily $$$·spiffs UCF area.
Shifts 9am-4pm or 4pm-10pm.
404-359-9177.

-~

H~IL

YOU CAN GET THERE FROM > HERE

Roi World Educatlo.n
Is your business hiring for part-time
employees? There's no better place to
advertise to reach the student market
than the Central Florida Future
classifieds. Call today at 407-447-4555
or e-mail classifieds@UCFnews.com

407.679.6333
fullsail.com
331!0 University Boulevard
Winter Park, FL 32792
Flnansial aid available to those who qualify• Job placement assistance • Accredited College, A~CSCT
<C> 2003 Full Sail, Inc. All rights re

-------------------~

-

ed. The terms "Full Sail," ,.Full Sail Real

W~rld Education," " Y0u Ca!

et There From Here" and

ttf.e Full Sail logo are either registere

service marks or service marks of FUii Sail, Inc.
-~I

1991 Red Honda Civic DX Hatchback 2D
Orig. owner. Automatic trans, ale, cd
-player. Many new items: Michelin tires,
F&R brakes, belts, hoses, radiator, more.
Some blemishes. 160K miles. $3,200.
Call 407-678-6934
2001 Lexus IS300. Black int/ext. 37,000
miles, automatic or manual option, mint
condition. 1 month new low profile tires
paid 1 grand. MUST SELL in 1 monthll!
Asking $24,000 or best offer.
Call Melissa @407-529-7113.

Magazines

HONDA
SERVICE CENTER

Do yo~ like•••
·• A work location near UCF?
• A casual work environment?
• Flexible hours?
• Gr:eat pay?

Then Trader Publishing·
is for you!
Now hiring agents to set
photographer appointments

Our agents avg. $12.5'0 /hr.

Call (407) 896-0124 ext. 2961
or apply at 61 SA Herndon Ave., Orlando, FL 32803.

1990 Geo Metro
New tires, stick shift, 35-38 mpg., engine
runs smoothly. $500 or best offer. Call
407-482-4740 or 407-808-2140.
1992 Buick Lesabre in perfect condition,
A/C, power every1hing, fully loaded, only
66k miles. $4400, make offer, we need to
sell! 407-234-7f83.

NOTyour parents:

Native Polish speaker offers tutoring in
Polish or Russian. Beginners to
Advanced.
Call Beata (407) 292 1357

II DO NOT PAY DEALER RATES !!
Attention all UCF Acura, Honda, Import
and domestic owners! Need quality auto
repair/maintenance, etc? Don't delay,
call THE AUTO GENERAL
407-399-7514. ASE certified* and beats
most independent shop rates!

· · · dealership"

Tutoring Available
Financial Accounting, Quant Tools,
and many other classes available.
$20 per session or a full term rate.
Call Harel (407) 362-2726.
Book 11 people, get 12th trip free.
Visit the official website for spring
'break '04. The best deals to the
hottest destinations. Group
. discounts for 6+
www.springbreakdlscounts:com or
800-838-8202.

*Writer-Editor*
Reasonable rates,
by the job or by the hour.
Reports? Resumes? Letters?
Whatever! I can help you
make a winning impression.
407-327-1539
judeklin@bellsouth.net
*Member UCF Alumni Association*

j

**.RESUMES***
$49.95 student special.
FREE cover letter included.
Call 407-268-4734 or e-mail:
resumeseNices@cfl.rr.com

Relaxed and Friendly Atmosphere
• Honda Factory Trained Technicians
• Certified for All Honda Warranty Repairs
• Full-line of Honda parts & Accessories

Stuck on a tough term paper?
ThePaperExperts.com can help! Expert
writers will help you with editing, writing,
graduate school applications. We'll help
on any subject - visit us 24n at
ThePaperExperts.com
NEED A LAWYER?
CALL ~-A-A Attorney Referral SeNice
24/Hrs 7/Days for Criminal Defense, DUI,
Personal Injury, Wrongful Death,
Workers Comp., Divorce/Marital Law,
Corporate, Immigration,
Bankruptcy/Foreclosure, Wills/Probate,
All Civil & Criminal Matters.
1-800-733-5342.

''Providing oil ofyour service needs,
from oil changes to major engine repairs,,

ACADEMIC TUTORING

For additional information
or to schedule an Appointment
call Jose or Eric at:

In Math, Chem, Statistics, SAT, FCAT,
GRE, etc. In home seNices avail. Call
Dr. Greer @ 407-366-2650 or e-mail
lbgtutor@yahoo.com.
Daniel's Tutoring SeNice
Tutors available in all math classes of
K-12 & college level. Incl. algebra, trig,
stats, calc. all test prep & entrance
exams. In home avail. 407-427-0067.

407-645-2282

Advanced Fitness Science.
Nutritional supplement based on Nobel
Prize research. Increased stamina,
performance, & recovery experienced. ·
For info. or free samples. 407-247-5184.

MARY
KAY®
........
....... ......... .........
..

711 W. Fairbanks Ave.• Winter Park

100/o OFF
all Service
&Parts*

*WI valid student, faculty or
employee identification. Does
not include oil changes.

Looking for a temporary

~8!Y.. you

...

See yourself in o whole new way with a
Find a look that expresses your

j

free makeoverf

style,

Male Incest Survivors

your

create a fabulous look that's
love what you discover.

personality, your life. Call me to
uniquely you. You'll

night-time Caregiver/Personal
Assistant job. Live-out preferred.
Preferred hours would be Monday &
· Wednesday {9/11pm - Sam),
Tuesday - Thursday (anytime), Friday
(11pm - 7am), can work some
Saturdays and Sundays, or
Negotiable. Negotiable Sala_ry.
Emall for Resume with references to
Vsweetness21@aol.com or
call 321-356-0409

Small group therapy (8 men). Meet
weekly in Orlando. All ages and
backgrounds. Exp. counselor. All calls
confidential. 407-628-5855.

Jennifer Hassoni
Independent Beauty Consultant
www.morykoy.com/jhassan1
407.281.9918

WIN $10,000 cash in the Fall/Holiday sweepstakes
, Visit my web site for details - no purchase necessary
Mention this ad for a 15% discount off your 1st order

·

5 SALES PEOPLE NEEDED to sell
roses in nightclubs: 8 Secs., Cowboys, &
Townpump Saloon. Commission & tips
aver. $10-25/hr. Thurs, Fri & Sat, 10p.m. 2 a.m. Must be outgoing, have a great
smile, and energeticl Roses by Renee
407-681 -3612 or 407-701-7432.
THRIFT SHOP: used Items; great for
dorm rooms! Furn., collectables, and
many more unique/ unusual items. A little
bit of everything! 1486 Semoran Blvd.
Howell Branch+ 436. 407-679-7884.

AA Meetings
Open to All
Campus Wellness Center (RWC111)
Tuesdays at 5:00pm
Fraternities-Sororities
Clubs-Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester
with a proven CampusFundralser 3
hr. fundraising event. Our free
programs make fundraising easy w/
no risks. Fundralsing dates are tiffing
quickly, so get w/ the program! It
works. Contact CampusFundraiser @
(888) 923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundralser.com

SPIRITUALITY 101
Final Exam $25,000
Open Book Contest on Papers 141 - 187
of The Urantia Book. For details please
visit www.eventodaward.com.

SPRING BREAK 2004. Travel w/ STS,
America's #1 Student Tour Operator
Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco, Bahamas,
FL. Hiring campus reps. Call for discount
1-800-648-4849 or www.ststravel.com.
Huge blowout sale.
50-75% off cleats and apparel.
10% off non-closeout Items w/ad.
WWW.GOKAPPA.com, 407-239-7636

., (

.
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Free Falun Gong Classes at UCF,
Five gentle and .easy 10 learn e>1ercis~s.
Relieve stress, improve health, anti
elevate mind. 8 a.m. every day on wass
near reflecting pond. Call 407-415-8.384
or visit www.faluncirlando.org.
•

Honeymoon Specialists - Local Travel
Agency with 15 years experience in
Honeymoon planning. Great deals
and ideas for every budget.
Call 407-679-6655.

europe
This is THE trip oP the season!
Follow the casts' Pootsteps Prom
Paris to » Nice
»Florence
~>Rome

» Zermatt
Experience beach Pun, city nights
and mountain dreams in 2 weeks
or less! s\;arting a t $ 6 Q 7 *
•alrPare not included

e
ww

.ucfnews.com/scholar~hips

Lufthansa

ENTER TO WIN THE trip Por 2
at your local branch or
www.statravel.com!

Take a Priend Per

$991 *

Spring Break '04 with StudentCity.com
and Maxim Magazine. Get hooked up
with free trips, cash, and VIP status as a
campus rep. Choose from 15 of the
hottest destinations. Book early for free
meals, free drinks and 150% lowest price
guarantee. To reseNe online or view our
photo gallery, visit www.studentcity.com
or call 1-888-Spring Break.

CITADEL OF LIFE CATHEDRAL
Pastor: Bishop Larry & Toni Chester
Located at: Holiday Inn Select - UCF
Sunday Worship Service @11 a.m.
Wednesday Bible Study@ 7 p.m.
www.blshoplc.com
"IT'S NOT CHURCH AS USUAL"
Episcopal Young Adult Ministry
St. Matthews on Dean Rd.
Young Adult Group Thurs. 7:30 p.m.
Dave Moye 407-341-5356 or
407-657-9199.
New Covenant on Tuskawllla Rd.
Sheryl Shaw 407-699-0202

Spring Break - sign up with Student
Express and get FREE round trip airline
tickets to over 15 international
destinations - including Aruba,
Dominican Republic, Costa Rica,
Caribbean hot spots and more.
Why go with anyone else. Limited offer call now. Commission rep positions also
available·now! 1-800-787-3787.
www.studentexpress.com
, SUPPORT THE LOCAL MUSIC SCENE!
FLOrawk.com, an org. determined to
promote indie bands. Meetings at
Stardust Coffee & Video at 3:30,
Sundays. 1842 E. Winter Park Road.
Make your classified stand out by
making a BOLD statement! Call us
today for classified ad placement at
407-447-4555 or e-mail
classifieds@UCFnews.com.
Our classifieds are also viewable
online at www.ucfnews.com!

Crossword
ACROSS
1 Surpasses

6 Trunk item

1 1 NF1tl. network
14 Consume with
relish
15 Bones in
forearms
16 Tilling ,tool
17 ljeld of activity
18 Smooth,
musically
20 Arlstocraby
22 Harbinger
23 Litigated
24 PDQ relative
26 Planner
30 Say it
so!
32 Suitable
35 Clair or Coty
36 Adam's third
38 Palmer of golf
40 Whole number
42 Particle charger
44 Conductor Zubin
45 Party letters
47 Smves
48 Celtic; Neptune
41) Misplaced
51 Overnight flight
53 Industrious
insects
55 "The Owl and thePussycat" poet
57 To ,_ his own
59 Spbke
1mpuden1ly
65 Postmen's ca(ry
67 Stringed
instrument
68 A-Team guy
69 Actor Davis
70 Prepare to
advance on a fly
ball
71 Simian
72 Flower part
73 Thick slices

DOWN
1 Actor Bndges
2 Lawman Wyatt
3 Dance
movement
4 Dancer Tommy
5 Meager
6 Bolivian capital
7 Enthusiastic
approval

10/18/0S

@2003 tribune Meer.a S.vicn, Inc.
A11-tiqhta reserved.

,
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8 Bl'(lh anct>'.fJlijler
9 Cane pa1m.i·

Sponsored by

to Qontinentai ·

f)IASA equiitalent
11 Arborpal ape
12 Tree trunk'
13 Wiinesseq ·•
19 Fluffy sc;arf
21 Evil spell .
25 Comic Lal)rel
2~ "The Fil'effy"
composer
27 Zellweger of
"Jerry Maguire"
28 Kind of coal
29 Track gathering
31 Prison knife
33 Reverence
34 Concise
37 Mistypes
39 Lemon peel
41 "Hair" composer
MacDermot
43 Ms. Winfrey
46 Neighbor of
Martinique
50 Pass through a
membrane

FREE TOWING
AUTOMATICS & STANDARDS
SPECIAL'UCF DISCOUNTS

407-273-2606
52 Puts up
54 Org. of Flames
and Lightning
56 One Barrymore
57 Austen novel
58 Senior citizens'
grp.

60 Force out
61 Arrangement
62 Russian
saint
63 Goof up
64 Dandies
66 _ the question

·Please see solutions on ~ge A2 of next issue - Thurs. 10116

JUNCA. DENTAL &
ASSOCIATES
'

I

Your Smile is Our Specialtyl

UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
WOMEN'S RESEARCH CENTER

Women's Research III:
"CQmmunity Partnerships to
Reduce Disparities and Improve
Women.' s Health"

'•
..._,.

Presented by the Women's Research Center/Co-Sponsors,
University Marketing and the Office of Diversity Initiatives

EAST ORLANDO / WATERFORD

October 16, 2003
3-5 pm
Student Union
Pegasus Ballroom D & E

12780 Waterford Lakes Pkwy.
(407) 382-6455

Guest Speaker :

2881 South Bumby Ave.
(407) 89S·S433

Cosmetic Dentistry

Yvonne Green, R.N., C.N.M, M.S.N.
Associate Director for Women's Health,
Director, Office of Women.'s Health
Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention (CDC)

www.juncadental.com
' .

SPECIAL OFFER
$155 ·(a $200 value)
00150
00210
01110
03961

•Oral ·Exam
All necessary X-ray's
Cleaning (prophylaxis}
Bleaching .

Presentations from WRC Arts & Humanities Award Winners:

Julia Llstengarten, Ph.D., Dept of Theatre
Suzanne Jaeger, Ph~D., Dept of Philosophy

(Not valid with any other offer or
Insurance, New patients only.)
Expires: October 31, 2003

Refreshments ·

•I
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Engaging you in the 'service of humanity
It's the unique combination of modem
expertise, traditional knowledge , and a
I
hands-on family-oriented approach that
makes being a physician assistant so
rewarding. At Barry University, we prepare
you for a future as a physician assistant
by provid~ng you witJ:i the didactic and

practical instruction to excel. In fact, 97%
of our graduates h ave passed the Physician
Assistant National Certifying Examination.
You engage in clinical rotation s that help
you develop diagn ostic skills and clinical .
r~asoning. And you also spend part of your

I

~

where ygu belong
SCHOOL OF GRADUATE MEDICAL SCIENCES
11300 NE Second Avenue
Miami Shores, FL 33161-6695
305-899-3130, or 800-756-6000, ext. 3130
mweiner@mail.barry.edu

UNIVERSITY

training working in underserved and
disadvantaged communities with an
emphasis on primary care. So you
graduate prepared to become an -ethic~
caring, competent physician .assistant

www.barry.edu/pa

fJ

